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Interaction design can be broken down into 5 dimensions: words, 

visuals, objects/space, time, and behavior. Words are interactions. 

Visuals and objects/space are what users interact with. Time is what 

users interact within. And finally, behavior is how users and the 

interface act and react.

The first three dimensions allow for interaction, while the last two 

dimensions define interaction. In this volume, we’ll dissect the first 

three tangible dimensions: Words, Visuals, and Objects/Space. 

Language is the core of interaction and communication since the 

wording can either enhance or cripple the foundation of interaction. 

Visuals are equally important to the copy, since the experience suf-

fers if the words and appearance do not complement one another. 

Finally, space creates the context for interactions with the right look, 

feel, and relationship between all on-screen elements. 
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In this e-book, we cover topics spanning UX design, UI design, psy-

chology, and human-computer interaction. While these topics can 

get quite theoretical at times, we want to explain them as practi-

cally as possible. In our experience, we’ve always found it helpful 

to analyze visual examples, so you’ll find plenty of explanations in 

plain English. 

Beginners can learn about the fundamentals of interaction design 

such as predictability, learnability, and usability. More advanced 

readers will learn how to practically apply the principles of af-

fordances, Fitts’ Law, Gestalt Principles, and other design theories 

towards the crafting of delightful experiences. To make this book 

as actionable as possible, we’ve also analyzed visual case studies 

from 30+ companies including Apple, AirBnB, Google, Facebook, 

Etsy, Virgin America, Dribbble, Hootsuite, and Behance. 

We’d love your thoughts on what we’ve written, and feel free to 

share if you find this book helpful. 

For the love of interaction design, 

Jerry Cao

co-written by Kamil Zieba & Matt Ellis
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Interaction is the essence of all user experiences. It is the conversa-

tion between your product and your user, and if the conversation is 

boring, your user will leave and talk to someone more interesting. 

Photo credits: “Interaction Design Disciplines”. Wikimedia. Creative Commons 2.0

In today’s world of infinite-scrolling websites and touch-driven mo-

bile apps, you must understand interaction design (abbreviated as 

The Interactive Imperative
The What & Why of Interaction Designs
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IxD) in order to create user experiences that feel fluid and lifelike. 

As you can see above, interaction design requires an understanding 

of multiple UX disciplines – which makes sense, since it’s not easy to 

make a system of objects and text be friendly, learnable, and useful. 

Let’s start by defining IxD, breaking down the core principles, and 

explaining a 5-step process to better interaction design. 

Defining Interaction Design

IxD is everywhere: BluRay player menus, smartphone controls, your 

Facebook page. Every time you make a decision on a digital device 

– checking sports scores, returning your mom’s email – you project 

your needs into a machine that must then respond as though it 

knows you. 

1. What Is Interaction Design?
Interaction design requires art and skill to move beyond hu-

man-to-computer interfaces and embrace human-to-human de-

sign. The skill of IxD is taking into account the human element 

of your users, and in creating that human connection built from 

human-to-computer interaction (HCI). 

A Practical Look at Prototypes 9

tweet this

Interaction design is the conversation between your product and user.
If the conversation sucks, they’ll just leave.
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It’s important to distinguish IxD from UI. As discussed in our free 

ebook The Guide to Mockups, the UI is what the user actually sees. 

IxD is concerned with how users engage with the UI, and how 

that UI will respond so that users knows how to accomplish their 

goals. As a result, the user’s enjoyment of the interface (which 

becomes part of the larger product enjoyment) forms the overall 

user experience. 

Photo credits: “User Experience Treasure Map”. Peter Morville. Creative Commons 2.0

You can’t really design a user experience any easier than a busi-

ness can just make more money, but you can certainly design 

better UIs and interactions. And that’s why IxD is so imperative 

– it makes the difference between having a system that merely 

works, and having one that your users actually enjoy. 

tweet this

Interaction design makes you think beyond human-to-computer
interfaces and embrace human-to-human design.
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Your design is an extension of your brand. You need to think 

about the UI as your digital staff, the “people” who facilitate inter-

actions between your “customers” and your “store.” Interaction 

design, then, is how your digital staff engages with customers to 

meet their needs. Naturally you’ll want your staff to be helpful, 

accommodating, and friendly – that will make your customer 

enjoy shopping at your store. But a poorly designed interface is 

like a staff that’s unhelpful, rude, and at times doesn’t even do 

their job. 

Making the right decisions in UI design is like hiring the right 

staff. Making the right decisions in interaction design is like train-

ing that staff to work in the most efficient and pleasant manner 

possible. 

2. Why Does Interaction Design Matter? 
To understand feedback as the heart of IxD, let’s look at a story 

of analog interaction design told by Robert Fabricant of Frog 

Design in his piece for FastCo.Design. He explains the evolution 

of the UI for the NYC subway, which is a prime example of how 

technology is only as powerful as the interactions it produces. 

If you’re old enough to remember subway tokens, that’s a good 

place to start. You put the coin in the slot (an interaction), you 

tweet this

A poorly designed interface is like a staff that’s
unhelpful, rude, and doesn’t even do their job.
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heard that satisfying click as the coin fit into its place in the 

mechanism (feedback), and that’s how you knew you now had 

access (result). That sound of the coin falling into place was not 

intentional, but rather an accidental interaction design decision, 

albeit a fortunate one. This action-reaction feedback loop is the 

groundwork of all interactions, digital or analog. 

Photo credit: “Subway”. Hernan Pinera. Creative Commons 2.0

Then came the metrocard, which replaced the coin drop with a 

card swipe. This made using the subway easier because users 

didn’t need to carry around coins, but as an action, the swipe 

proved a little more difficult (and sometimes takes two or three 

tries to get it right). It also didn’t create the click noise of a token 

sliding into place, signalling to people to lean into the turnstile. 

While the metrocard makes people’s lives easier, some people 

still talk fondly of the old tokens for the clearer feedback and 

simpler interaction. From a digital perspective, this means that 

not everyone will be quick to abandon the status quo unless your 
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site or app takes into account all the nuances and shortcomings 

of human behavior. Your app might be a technological marvel, 

but don’t forget that it’s people who need to interact with it. 

The 5 Pillars of Interaction Design

Good interaction design is driven by a human connection. But what 

drives human connection and how does that translate into a com-

puterized interface? The answers to these questions aren’t so black-

and-white; but thankfully Andrew Maier, designer and co-founder 

of UX Booth, explains in an article for his site some of the core 

principles of interaction design. In our experience, we’ve found 5 

concepts to be critical for even the most basic interaction design. 

1. Goal-driven Design
While you might not be the person who’s conducting the user 

research (especially if there’s a UX researcher or UX designer 

around), you still need to know how to apply the results. As Maier 

writes: 

In every design discipline, the artist must first acknowledge 

their constraints, and then devise a solution. In the case of in-

teraction design, users themselves generally form the basis of 

an interface’s constraints. 

http://www.uxbooth.com/articles/complete-beginners-guide-to-interaction-design/#concepts
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Photo credits: “Personas.” Nicolas Nova Creative. Creative Commons

So, discussing the goals of interaction design becomes very peo-

ple-centric, especially your target user. In our free ebook The 

Guide to UX Design Process and Documentation, we outlined 3 

fundamental tactics for designing for your target user, which 

can be applied just as well – perhaps better – to IxD specifically: 

• Personas – Personas are fictional characters created from 

the behaviors and psychologies of your target users. Personas 

come in handy as a reference when making crucial design 

decisions, for example, “What kind of checkout process would 

Sally the Seasonal Shopper prefer?” To take personas a step 

further, try turning them into characters. 

• User Scenarios – Related to personas, user scenarios explain 

how the personas act when using the site. For example, “It’s 

Black Friday, and Sally the Seasonal Shopper has a long list of 

presents to buy online before work.” User stories urge you to 

think critically about your personas’ behaviors so you design 

the UI to suit them. Kristopher Layon gives more details in 

this piece for A List Apart. 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/nnova/2081056587/in/photolist-4aTXBZ-7AShd3-73MaoT-6RYGUk-6SgAja-6RgWD5-3Sr3wv-gd18Ts-5rXMiv-nbDSRj-epo26B-67gtZE-ndJBuC-ndJB1m-62k4zJ-6TcfUz-6T5bAx-nbDPtM-cmaVL9-cmaQiA-cmaPYS-6SKM3y-6TgkCU-5ykJwJ-cmaYfu-oikEDY-cmbFU1-cmbFHA-cmbFzW-cmbFu9-mziZbK-mnY4Xf-iw38SZ-h3GsK8-m7q9WZ-nbDSwb-jjNhzc-5zbS1N-62fQyB-FdgXz-gZSDdk-6dNdnd-oyWZEv-o4oktq-5MKSVZ-4xQP1C-5UxSgB-bjTJYW-nm3YFP-8RyqW7
https://www.flickr.com/photos/hernanpc/14759385857/in/photolist-8pT9f4-aFce7A-aBxo1A-8uQVpF-q4a9NB-cJX1qA-3Q8HW-r455Ut-oueHcX-oDbaQS-p3X3-eeUMp-4T2LSh-p5wj-6h6Zu8-cjj9v5-9YmJF-aeEoFM-aeHds1-8k6Zw3-dVnDz-8QdWud-2hutWh-pyRqb5-4QAFrr-8313Vp-iFGjkG-skorT-amwX9r-5PD3AM-azMwUb-bAoBce-71SkdT-ntT8MM-JZp4-iTrQTA-47NW4Y-dtZ29T-jCiP3N-rtNmhw-nV2YDg-7217Fz-9xuEXz-a6yxbj-ihrYxk-6tTKcx-66EpFC-ihrYAB-5i1WyD-btFuzR
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/
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Photo credits: “Design Jam London 3” Monika Szczygieł. Creative Commons

• Experience Maps – Going one step further than user scenar-

ios, experience maps chronicle all the different conditions 

surrounding a single interaction, including emotions and ex-

ternal circumstances. “Angry that her skiing trip ended in a 

broken leg, Sally the Seasonal Shopper must do her Black Fri-

day Christmas shopping online – though as quickly as possi-

ble.” Chris Risdon, Design Director at Adaptive Path, explains 

the anatomy of an experience map in this post. 

Following these people-centric methods for general design will 

help you stay focused on what’s most important for your IxD: 

the people. For more information on how personas and scenar-

ios can benefit your interaction design, we recommend reading 

this piece on goal-driven design from Christina Wodtke, former 

General Manager of Zynga. 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/yaal/5900256235/in/photolist-9ZomBM-9Zomza-npaAFW-6nL25C-8tunPF-8txssL-8txkdS-8txqe7-8tuj1v-8turnr-8tuhXz-8txqQU-8tuk7v-8txmPC-8txp5s-8tuis8-8tunfr-8tukCx-8tuhrz-8txpAW-8tumBr-8txrsd-nrfrsS-8UMVrd
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/
http://www.adaptivepath.com/ideas/the-anatomy-of-an-experience-map/
http://www.slideshare.net/cwodtke/interaction-design-and-goal-driven-design-using-personas
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2. Usability
In many ways, usability is the bare minimum of interaction 

design. If your audience can’t use your product, they certainly 

won’t desire it. 

For an example that goes above and beyond, let’s look at 

EventBrite’s seat designer. This online app lets event organizers 

create a reserved-seating event from start to finish with a high 

level of detail (such as determining rows, tables, and a dance 

floor, if needed). It consolidates what otherwise would be a multi-

step, multi-program process into a single linear path. 

Photo credits: EventBrite via IXDA

A system’s usability should be effortless. The less attention the 

user pays to figuring out how to use the system, the more they can

tweet this

Usability is the bare minimum of interaction design.
If it’s not usable, it’s certainly not desirable.
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Photo credits: EventBrite via IXDA

accomplish the task at hand. For this reason, usability is essential 

– a system must first be usable before you can work on making it 

desirable. To learn more, ZURB illustrates how usability, utility, 

and desirability are all required for good design. 

3. Affordances & Signifiers
The concept of affordances is that a function should speak for 

itself, and suggest its own use (i.e., a road affords walking). Signi-

fiers are what hint at the affordance (i.e., the road’s flat surface 

signals you to walk with your feet). 

One of the most common signifiers is the blue underline for link 

text. This is a cue to almost every user that clicking on the text 

will take you to a new page. 

Without signifiers, users won’t be able to perceive the affordance. 

The play button on a video invites you to watch it, whereas a

https://www.eventbrite.com/
http://awards.ixda.org/entry/2015/the-eventbrite-seat-designer-for-reserved-seating-events/
http://zurb.com/article/1128/the-3-elements-of-good-design-usability-u
http://zurb.com/article/1128/the-3-elements-of-good-design-usability-u
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Photo credits: uxpin.com via www.blog.teamtreehouse.com

video with no play button might be mistaken for a static pho-

tograph. In the above example, you can see the progression of 

button design. The first stage lacks any signifiers and looks just 

like standard text, while the third stage starts to resemble a but-

ton with its rounded edges and gradient. 

Photo credits: “iPhone”. Pixabay. Creative Commons

Signifiers also work on a metaphorical level, because people also 

need to know why they would interact with something, not just 

if it’s possible. In the above iPhone dock example, you can see 

how the rounded edges let us know that we can interact with 

the buttons, while the metaphorical images (phones, envelope, 

musical note) let us know what purpose will be served. 

4. Learnability
In an ideal world, a user would remember every function after 

only a single use, but we do not live in idealism. The reality is 

http://uxpin.com 
http://blog.teamtreehouse.com/affordances-web-design
http://blog.teamtreehouse.com/affordances-web-design
http://pixabay.com/en/iphone-smartphone-apps-apple-inc-410311/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/
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that familiarity and intuition must be consciously designed into 

the interface. 

Tesler’s Law of the Conservation of Complexity states that 

every system has an immutable amount of complexity that must 

be dealt with during development, specifically when designing 

your UI. Successful interaction design boils down this complexity 

into the most comprehensible manner through consistency and 

predictability. For example, don’t make some links open in a new 

tab while others redirect the user. Likewise, don’t use a lightbox 

for some images while others open in a new tab. Consistency 

creates predictability, which improves learnability. 

Photo credits: “Be consistent not uniform.” Paul Downey. Creative Commons

A common tactic for improving learnability is using UI patterns. 

Many sites and apps already use these patterns so the user is famil-

iar (plus the design is consistent), and you’re still allowed plenty of 

creativity to customize the design elements for your site. 

http://www.designingforinteraction.com/tesler.html
http://www.uxbooth.com/articles/consistency-key-to-a-better-user-experience/
http://www.givegoodux.com/predictability-5-principles-of-interaction-design-to-supercharge-your-ui-4-of-5/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/psd/9097840067/in/photolist-73jMXx-r3anz2-dWkMpz-imRith-e9QHyw-opkPen-g1MuGy-oNrYg-nwWEow-675vpX-4BbRDy-q16QsA-eFiPR3-7mbSGy-4gHjGa-4HfejV-3EjccZ-6yVD79-jXgNBC-eRWNTv-4CffYr-dvCbdh-3FkuUf-EFtmy-3Ejcdv-65eNGf-4B7zFz-4B7BFp-6tbtiw-3Ejceg-3EjcfT-3FkuTQ-3Ejcf6-3Ejccc-aMFy7X-6Yfsbw-6Ybqki-6Ybqig-3FkuT1-4BbSgA-h2zWi4-dRsLkh-62Yv2h-c2T7tE-dSiRbN-9Gdjj5-bp8dNY-bC37Hi-onyNHJ-4B7BEe
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/
http://www.uxbooth.com/articles/consistency-key-to-a-better-user-experience/
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Photo credits: www.newegg.com

For example, breadcrumbs – the navigational strategy that lists 

where on the site your are by showing its place in a hierarchy – is a 

common web pattern for helping users get around. It doesn’t matter 

what site you’re on, if you see breadcrumbs, you understand how 

they work. This familiarity lends itself to a product’s learnability. 

And when products are learnable, in encourages people to use those 

products, which also improves usability. 

Ultimately, the goal of learnability is to hook users on your product 

faster, as explained in serial entrepreneur Nir Eyal’s best-selling 

product design book Hooked: How to Build Habit-Forming Products. 

For a fuller list of web UI patterns, check out the Yahoo! Pattern 

Library and UI-Patterns. We also wrote this free e-book analyzing 

63 of the most popular web UI patterns. 

tweet this

The ultimate goal of a learnable interface is
getting someone hooked on your product faster.
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5. Feedback & Response Time
As we saw by the NYC subway example, feedback is the heart of 

interaction. If user interaction is a conversation between your 

user and the product, then your product better participate in a 

friendly, interesting, and helpful manner. 

Photo credits: www.relateiq.com

Whether an elaborate animation, a beautiful micro-interaction, 

or a simple beep, a response gives the user the satisfaction of 

knowing if their task was or was not accomplished (and what to 

do next). 

In this example from Hootsuite, the owl simply “goes to sleep” 

after a long period of user inactivity, which makes sense since the 

app pulls in data from Twitter (and doesn’t want to overload the 

API). The feedback is intelligent and fun, and actually turns a pos-

sibly negative experience (stopping updates) into a positive one. 

tweet this

Every interaction is a conversation between the product and user,
so your product better be friendly, interesting, and helpful.

http:// www.relateiq.com
http://www.idux.com/2013/11/27/applied-interaction-design-at-lynda-com/
http://microinteractions.com/
http://m.c.lnkd.licdn.com/mpr/mpr/p/8/005/067/0b4/3687804.jpg
https://twitter.com/home?status=%22Every%20interaction%20is%20a%20conversation,%20so%20your%20product%20better%20be%20friendly,%20interesting,%20and%20helpful.%22%20bit.ly/1C8h8F2%20@uxpin
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It’s also important to mention that a key factor in feedback is 

response time. The best response times are as immediate as 

possible, with any lag time killing the user’s momentum. If you 

don’t understand why, imagine how infuriating it would be if 

you were playing a guitar, and every note came seconds after 

strumming. The best interaction designs are barely there: they 

respond promptly and don’t require much thought. 

tweet this

The best interaction designs are barely there:
they respond promptly and don’t require much thought.

http://www.nngroup.com/articles/response-times-3-important-limits/
http://www.nngroup.com/articles/response-times-3-important-limits/
https://twitter.com/home?status=%22The%20best%20interaction%20designs%20are%20barely%20there:%20they%20respond%20promptly%20and%20don%E2%80%99t%20require%20much%20thought.%22%20bit.ly/1C8h8F2%20@uxpin
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5-Step Process for Improving Interactions 

Now that you know the fundamentals, we’ll describe a process 

we’ve found helpful to nailing the details. 

Photo credits: “Conversation.” AJ Cann. Creative Commons

As notable interaction designer Stephen P. Anderson advises, it can 

be eye-opening to have someone pretend to be your interface while 

you interact with them as a user. You’ll be able to hear out loud any 

awkward responses from the interface, which will help you avoid 

creating robotic interactions that feel inhumane. Once you’re done 

with the roleplay, you can start scripting the narrative and restruc-

turing interaction. 

Here’s the process: 

1. Roleplay the interaction
As Anderson suggests, Grab 2 people, one to act as the interface 

and the other to take notes. Make a browser window prop to be 

held by the interface person and show the interface on a pro-

jector. Then, start a dialog with you as the user explaining their 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/ajc1/6924223634/in/photolist-9qSeyk-bxSss7-7mWZpb-6ASjkk-hKQMcN-dLGZ6P-51QFqR-qvUjMi-6Ldtip-8QfJTX-eEz84-6jKeww-5ni3Ng-aw5Ze7-4n5sc2-4icQC2-5bp1r3-8WrMyk-2QC89E-4zfMJ-2VGfUx-8nBf1e-bJPdDK-eNDTST-9BBi5g-bkhtF2-ax643X-53M5he-31B7wG-5bhetg-6ASji4-6Kgst4-Hgvsr-pixuTA-5XsxwH-4EYA2F-6PkuBp-8gX54h-8aAcjZ-4zAmH6-hx2vsg-58ySX2-6LBWu3-k1VCxV-4rhr3M-8nZs5P-7fXa97-3nt85E-jirwzp-8HR9JE
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/
http://uxmas.com/2012/ux-design-role-playing-and-micromoments
http://uxmas.com/2012/ux-design-role-playing-and-micromoments
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goal, and the “interface”  limiting their responses only to labels, 

menus, and anything else on the UI. Check out this video and 

transcript to see how it plays out. 

2. Map out the narrative
Document each step of the experience, including tasks and emo-

tions. As discussed in The Guide to UX Design Documentation, 

this can be as simple as a few user scenarios or as complex as a 

4-stage experience map. 

Photo credits: “Narrative Scroll”. Wikimedia. Commons 2.0

3. Simplify the steps 
Users sometimes have goals that require many steps (buying 

a car online, booking airline tickets). As recommended in The 

Guide to Prototyping, your interface must be able to separate a 

complex goal into simple steps (like asking for a destination, then 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hkAFdIrTR00
http://uxmastery.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/12/stephen-anderson-transcript.txt
http://www.uxpin.com/guide-to-ux-design-process-and-documentation.html?utm_source=Interaction%20Design%20Best%20Practices%20V1&utm_medium=ebook&utm_campaign=Interaction%20Design%20Best%20Practices%20V1
http://mappingexperiences.com/
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/f/fb/Thai_-_Narrative_Scroll_-_Vessantara_Jataka_-_Walters_35290.jpg
http://www.adaptivepath.com/ideas/the-anatomy-of-an-experience-map/
http://www.adaptivepath.com/ideas/the-anatomy-of-an-experience-map/
http://www.uxpin.com/guide-to-prototyping.html?utm_source=Interaction%20Design%20Best%20Practices%20V1&utm_medium=ebook&utm_campaign=Interaction%20Design%20Best%20Practices%20V1
http://www.uxpin.com/guide-to-prototyping.html?utm_source=Interaction%20Design%20Best%20Practices%20V1&utm_medium=ebook&utm_campaign=Interaction%20Design%20Best%20Practices%20V1
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Photo credits: virginamerica.com

a departure/arrival date, etc). For example, Virgin America’s 

stepped form design make the booking process feel much easier 

than it is. 

4. Limit user choices 
This is probably the hardest step, but you must minimize the 

actions available to users. Always ask yourself if all the choices 

are critical for that moment in time. If not, separate it for another 

conversation. As you can see in the example below, this also ties 

into the previous point because it’s better to have an extra step 

that feels effortless, rather than less steps but more clutter. 

tweet this

It’s better to have an extra step that feels effortless,
instead of less steps but more clutter.

http://virginamerica.com
https://twitter.com/home?status=%22It%E2%80%99s%20better%20to%20have%20an%20extra%20step%20that%20feels%20effortless%20rather%20than%20less%20steps%20but%20more%20clutter.%22%20bit.ly/1C8h8F2%20@uxpin
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5. Pay attention to micromoments
According to Anderson, a micromoment is when a person might 

hesitate, advance, or stop when engaging with interfaces. If you 

look back to the role-playing exercise, you’ll remember the mo-

ments of apprehension. To clarify the conversation, take advantage 

of microcopy and UI patterns like contextual actions and selec-

tion-dependent inputs (which we discuss in Web UI Patterns 2014). 

Just like a magician’s trick will fail if the details are off, just one 

bad interaction can ruin the entire user experience. The process 

we described above will help you approach interaction design as a 

conversation rather than just a way of animating interfaces. 

If you’d like more inspiration and examples of good interaction de-

sign, this Quora thread includes great sources ranging from films 

to websites like Core77 and PatternTap. 

Takeaway

Interaction design isn’t about how interfaces behave, it’s about how 

people behave, and then adapting technology accordingly. It’s a 

two-part challenge: first, you must know your target users on a 

level that reveals what they like and what they expect; second, you 

tweet this

Just like a magician’s trick will fail if the details are off,
just one bad interaction can ruin the UX.

http://bokardo.com/archives/writing-microcopy/
http://bokardo.com/archives/writing-microcopy/
http://www.uxpin.com/web-design-patterns.html?utm_source=Interaction%20Design%20Best%20Practices%20V1&utm_medium=ebook&utm_campaign=Interaction%20Design%20Best%20Practices%20V1
https://www.quora.com/Where-can-one-find-good-interaction-design-inspiration
http://www.core77.com/
http://patterntap.com/
https://twitter.com/home?status=%22Just%20like%20a%20magician%E2%80%99s%20trick%20will%20fail%20if%20the%20details%20are%20off,%20just%20one%20bad%20interaction%20can%20ruin%20the%20UX.%22%20bit.ly/1C8h8F2%20@uxpin
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must figure out how to satisfy those needs given your technological 

constraints. 

Photo Credit: “Sketchy Empathy Map Template”. Zak Greant. Commons 2.0

When in doubt, think about your own experiences interacting with 

similar designs, and use that to improve your own designs. And of 

course, keep reading – we’ll explain the finer points of interaction 

design in the following chapters. 

How does your current IxD perform? Take a look at this IxD Checklist 

to pinpoint any areas of improvement. 

tweet this

Interaction design isn’t about interface behavior.
It’s about human behavior, and adapting technology accordingly.

https://www.flickr.com/photos/zak/7384334652/
http://ixdchecklist.com/
https://twitter.com/home?status=%22Interaction%20design%20isn%E2%80%99t%20about%20interface%20behavior.%20It%E2%80%99s%20about%20human%20behavior,%20and%20adapting%20technology%20to%20it.%22%20bit.ly/1C8h8F2%20@uxpin


Communication is the basis for interaction, and we don’t need to 

remind you how important language is to communication. Copy 

may not seem like an immediate priority (especially if you have a 

larger team with content strategists and copywriters), but you must 

understand that writing is affected by (and also affects) the design. 

After all, if a visual designer only leaves enough space for 10 char-

acters in a headline, that can disrupt the flow of the entire page.

Photo Credit: “Words.” Jim Pennucci. Commons 2.0

The Fundamentals
of Language in IxD

How Your Copy is the Foundation for Interaction Design

https://www.flickr.com/photos/pennuja/8653129078/in/photolist-zQGFD-dPsvTL-nS8unA-anohLz-8SVstj-nCub1N-9kvqeM-EvMv-b3uubn-abSqnh-ebDxNE-m6LQk4-jUNqzX-kzUT2k-7v3xhG-9C4BrB-b8yQTi-2Vw7wA-9f4AKq-iFpdLD-6L1QmF-8Kbp8V-3QTJi-5iDmbN-ocBtah-qWgTTP-aZ1yhx-diQENt-iHs8yE-oGnPSi-hXQuNS-hzXLSc-8TUgPE-gyTd2-e4rtfP-7cmoLY-5KhzwQ-iFy8K1-dk6zSP-8U7ZEv-tUzR-nrNi8M-9bENLs-rdk8gy-iUwCJ6-o7vE7P-4mBVnT-3gPkX-81ufc6-81xcdf
http://www.facebook.com/sharer.php?u=bit.ly/1C8h8F2
http://www.linkedin.com/shareArticle?mini=true&url=bit.ly/1C8h8F2
https://twitter.com/home?status=Check%20out%20@uxpin's%20free%20e-book%20Interaction%20Design%20Best%20Practices:%20Words,%20Visuals,%20Space.%20Download%20here:%20bit.ly/1C8h8F2
https://plus.google.com/share?url=bit.ly/1C8h8F2


The words you choose, and how you put them together, will greatly 

influence your product’s overall message – and we’ll explain how 

using some words of our own. Below we’ll show you why words 

are the base of interaction design and how to know the context of 

the copy. 

Why Words Are the Foundation of Interaction Design

As technology advances and new modes of communication become 

commonplace, on-site and in-app copy may be given less attention 

than impressive graphics, animations, and touch-screen gestures. 

Photo credits: “Content is Like Water”. Wikimedia. Creative Commons 3.0
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tweet this
Users might interact with visuals on screen, but words are themselves interactions.

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/6/6f/Content_is_like_water.png
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/.
http://www.artisopensource.net/network/artisopensource/wp-content/uploads/2012/02/shedroff.gif
https://twitter.com/home?status=%22Users%20might%20interact%20with%20visuals%20on%20screen,%20but%20words%20are%20themselves%20interactions.%22%20bit.ly/1C8h8F2%20@uxpin
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Not to downplay the new possibilities opened up by technology, 

but it’s important to ensure that the written word doesn’t get left 

behind. Just as a finger swipe can accomplish things that written 

copy cannot, words, also serve functions that can’t be replaced – no 

matter how far technology advances. 

Words complement the other dimensions instead of competing with 

them. Since they are one of the first meaningful interactions that 

users seek out on-screen, words help frame our experience with the 

other elements of interaction design. In her piece Copy As Interface, 

Erika Hall, Co-founder of Mule Design Studio, cites the specific roles 

writing fulfills in a product’s interaction design. Let’s examine the 

4 main duties of your copy. 

1. Greeting
More than just a friendly “Hello!” your product’s copy explains 

what the site is and recommends a good first step, whether sug-

gesting signing up or directing to content that’s likely to hook 

your user. As we mentioned in the previous chapter, interaction 

design should be treated as a conversation, so this is your first 

opportunity at creating a sense of humanity. 

tweet this
Words are a layer of humanity for your interface

http://www.slideshare.net/mulegirl/copy-as-interface
https://twitter.com/home?status=%22Words%20are%20a%20layer%20of%20humanity%20for%20your%20interface.%22%20bit.ly/1C8h8F2%20@uxpin
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Source: AirBnB

You can see in the above example that AirBnB uses copy in a 

minimalistic yet effective manner. The titles Just for the Weekend 

and Explore the World help users visualize the benefits of AirBnB 

before diving into specific locations. The interaction is subtle, but 

it frames the experience as one step closer to a dream vacation. 

2. Navigation
Copy tells users where they are and suggest new or lesser-known 

options to deepen the user’s experience. Any advertiser knows 

how word choice can make a difference in promotion, and an 

enticing description can “sell” a specific webpage as well as tell 

users what content is contained within. 

https://www.airbnb.com/
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Source: Fitbit

When you look at FitBit’s homepage above, you can see the mul-

tiple functions of the site copy. First, it serves the immediate 

purpose of navigation with clear copy on the dropdown menus. 

Second, it helps explain the different products available (with 

smartly placed subcopy next to each product). Third, it entices 

on-the-fence users to dive deeper in the site with a section titled 

“There’s a Fitbit product for everyone,” which drives users to a 

page featuring products categorized by level of use. 

3. Suggesting Actions 
Words in menus, on buttons, and within instructions are all nec-

essary to the usability of your product – without them the user 

would grow frustrated figuring out the mechanisms on their own. 

Simple writing saves time, and with the right word choice you 

http://fitbit.com
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can increase the chances of a sign-up, sale, etc. Users are coming 

to your site to do something to achieve their goals, so create copy 

that encourages interaction. 

Source: Square

Payment processor Square’s homepage is an excellent example 

of action-oriented copy because it connects the site pages to user 

motivation without cluttering the interface. As a user, I only need 

to know that I want to get started; the interface handles the rest 

by pointing me to the right action. Of course, if I want more con-

trol, I can simply scroll down for more options. 

4. Providing Service
Along the same lines as the actionable functions, wording also 

plays a vital role in certain services. In addition to explaining 

clearly a problem and/or resolution, wording influences the us-

ers’ mood – which can help take the edge off when things go 

wrong (whether it’s your fault or not). 

https://squareup.com/
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Photo credits: github.com via www.fastcodesign.com

Github’s 404 error page is a perfect example of great customer 

service during a frustrating experience. The copy is funny, sync-

ing with the visuals to distract the user with a Star Wars refer-

ence. But functionally, the copy at the bottom of the page also 

tells users how to get back on track. This is most important to 

call out, because personality will only get you so far until users 

remember that they still aren’t where they need to be. 

Just as a color scheme, graphics, or layout will show a product’s 

personality, so too will the style of writing affect the “big pic-

ture.” For example, a no-nonsense banker may appreciate by-the-

book language on a investment website, but the same language 

wouldn’t suit a new social media outlet for younger users. Re-

member that understanding context is the first step to fulfilling 

the 4 purposes of interface copy. 

https://github.com/
http://www.fastcodesign.com/3026604/7-of-the-best-error-messages-on-the-internet
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Context Is King 

It doesn’t matter how funny you think Larry the Cable Guy is, he’d 

probably bomb with the audience at the Metropolitan Opera House. 

Copywriting for interfaces is a mostly subjective process, but the 

context is always fixed. That’s why the first step to any writing en-

deavor is to know both your audience (your target users) and your 

medium (web page content, sidebar, pop-up, etc.). 

Photo credits: “Audience at Humanities Theatre”. Mohammad Jangda. Commons 2.0 

As we recommended in our free ebook Web UI Design Best Practic-

es, if you’ve developed personas, now would be a good time to dig 

them out. They can help you determine your writing tone just as 

readily as they help with layout and system choices. 

tweet this
Copywriting for interfaces is a mostly subjective process, but the context is always fixed.

https://www.flickr.com/photos/batmoo/3734837951/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/
https://twitter.com/home?status=%22Copywriting%20for%20interfaces%20is%20a%20mostly%20subjective%20process,%20but%20the%20context%20is%20always%20fixed.%22%20bit.ly/1C8h8F2%20@uxpin
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But there’s more to it than just knowing whom you’re writing for. In 

a piece on writing for interaction design, Des Traynor, Co-founder 

of Intercom, presents some helpful questions to ask yourself. Use 

the below checklist to identify the specific context for the interface 

copy: 

• Who will read it? – More than simply knowing who your target 

users are, you need to know what category they fall into: new 

users, old users, account-holders, free users, etc. For example, 

new users require more direct language. 

• When will they read it? – Does a message appear out-of-the-blue, 

or as a response to a user action? Will they expect it, or should it 

grab their attention? These timing details can help smooth over 

otherwise jarring interactions. 

• What do they need to know? – Make sure your wording conveys 

exactly what you want to say, in the best way possible. We’ll dis-

cuss how to communicate clearly in the following chapter. 

• What’s the next step? – Is the task completed, or are further 

actions required? Like the Github example earlier, every inter-

action needs to get the user at least one step closer to achieving 

their goal. 

• What is the format? – By format, we mean the medium of the 

interface (website, app, email, etc). Will you use pop-ups or an 

http://blog.intercom.io/writing-an-interface/
http://blog.intercom.io/writing-an-interface/
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alert on the top of the screen? Each different format has its ben-

efits and shortcomings For example, a pop-up alert needs to be 

more concise than a modal window. Pay attention to subtleties 

since 250ms might make the difference between annoyance and 

delight. 

• What’s the best tone? – A product’s tone should be the voice of 

the brand, so it’s a stylistic choice that needs to be taken seriously. 

A fun tone or a serious tone are not inherently good or bad, but 

in the wrong environment they can be downright atrocious. 

With the “characters” (your users) and the “setting” (user scenarios) 

in place, you’re able to move forward and create the best “story” 

possible for your site or app. 

http://www.webdesignerdepot.com/2009/02/7-interface-design-techniques-to-simplify-and-de-clutter-your-interfaces/
http://www.uie.com/articles/subtle_interaction_design/
http://www.uie.com/articles/subtle_interaction_design/
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Takeaway

Interaction design succeeds or fails based on how well you can 

communicate with your user – or more accurately, how well you 

can design your automated system to communicate with your users. 

Don’t underestimate the power of words in your communication, 

especially because the “speaker” is using prewritten text.

http://www.uxpin.com/?utm_source=Interaction%20Design%20Best%20Practices%20V1&utm_medium=ebook&utm_campaign=Interaction%20Design%20Best%20Practices%20V1


Shakespeare and Hemingway may have manipulated words in a 

way that make us reflect on the human condition, but could they 

increase your conversion rate? The answer may surprise you. 

Photo credits: “Ernest Hemingway Writing at Campsite in Kenya.” Creative Commons

In this chapter, we’re going to discuss the best practices for writ-

ing the user interface design for your product, which covers some 

methods that work for all interfaces, and some that are unique to 

digital copy. 

Create Amazing User
Conversations with Your Copy

Using Language to Humanize the Experience

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/7/73/Ernest_Hemingway_Writing_at_Campsite_in_Kenya_-_NARA_-_192655.jpg
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
http://blog.intercom.io/writing-an-interface/
http://www.facebook.com/sharer.php?u=bit.ly/1C8h8F2
http://www.linkedin.com/shareArticle?mini=true&url=bit.ly/1C8h8F2
https://twitter.com/home?status=Check%20out%20@uxpin's%20free%20e-book%20Interaction%20Design%20Best%20Practices:%20Words,%20Visuals,%20Space.%20Download%20here:%20bit.ly/1C8h8F2
https://plus.google.com/share?url=bit.ly/1C8h8F2


Clarity is Your #1 Priority

Ambiguity is the enemy of good design. This is especially true for 

interface copy, because the confusion will only be amplified since 

words are such a direct interaction. 

In this section we’ll provide essential tips for saying what you mean, 

based on those originally listed by John Zeratsky, design partner at 

Google Ventures, in his post on interface copywriting. 

We have found 4 in particular to be most applicable to interaction 

design, so let’s take a deeper look:

1. Be Specific
State precisely what you mean, with little room for vagueness. 

A lot of this simply goes back to choosing the right words. For 

example, the Save function is not the same as Submit. Similarly, 

a Filter function is sometimes misrepresented as a Search.

Photo credits: zenefits.com

In the above example from Zenefits, you can see how the bene-

fits button is labelled Manage, while the personal and financial 
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http://www.fastcodesign.com/3026463/from-google-ventures-5-rules-for-writing-great-interface-copy
http://zenefits.com
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information are labelled View & Edit. It’s a very subtle difference, 

but it makes sense based on the required user effort. The Manage 

button is more accurate because the menu provides actions like 

adding dependents, changing plans, and printing confidential 

information. Meanwhile, the personal and financial menus are 

just simple data input. 

Another tip for specificity is proper titling. Let’s say your product 

creates an activity stream of the companies you follow. While 

this may be self-explanatory to you, to a new user it may be con-

fusing or even negligible. A specific title, something as simple as 

“Company Updates,” could save the user from confusion.

In the case of multipage wizards – a series of pages where users 

enter information on each page, as in an account sign-up – being 

specific can help set you apart. While most products label next 

step buttons as Next or Continue, explaining exactly the next 

step can create a more helpful interaction. This can be done 

with smaller sized copy, i.e., “[Save & continue] Next, we’ll ask 

for payment info.” 

2. Avoid buzzwords
An easy mistake in interaction design is using the same language 

with your users as you do around the office. Unless you’re design-

tweet this
Interface copy matters. ‘Save’ does not equal ‘Submit’. ‘Filter’ does not equal ‘Search’.

https://twitter.com/home?status=%22Interface%20copy%20matters.%20%E2%80%98Save%E2%80%99%20does%20not%20equal%20%E2%80%98Submit%E2%80%99.%20%E2%80%98Filter%E2%80%99%20does%20not%20equal%20%E2%80%98Search%E2%80%99.%22%20bit.ly/1C8h8F2%20@uxpin
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ing for other designers and developers, your jargon will either 

fly over your users’ heads, or slow them down as they struggle 

to comprehend. While we use UX, IxD, and UI frequently in our 

ebooks, the average person probably won’t have a clue what 

we’re talking about.

Photo credits: “Bullshit.” Wikimedia. Creative Commons

As discussed in The Guide to Usability Testing, you should always 

test for a clear understanding of terminology. You can set your 

demographics and receive test results within an hour with User- 

-Testing, or go with a cheaper route like Mechanical Turk (the 

process for testing interface language is described here).

3. Important Words First
Important words should appear front and center. For example, 

in a form field, the label “First name” is far better than “Name 

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/a/a3/Bullshit.svg
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
http://blog.intercom.io/writing-an-interface/
http://www.uxpin.com/guide-to-usability-testing.html?utm_source=Interaction%20Design%20Best%20Practices%20V1&utm_medium=ebook&utm_campaign=Interaction%20Design%20Best%20Practices%20V1
http://www.usertesting.com/
http://www.usertesting.com/
http://aws.amazon.com/mturk/
http://sixrevisions.com/user-interface/creating-a-user-interface-that-speaks-your-users-language/
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(first).” If you want to draw attention to additional details at the 

bottom of a page, “Below you’ll find additional details,” is not as 

effective as “Additional details below.” 

Source: Apple Store

The Apple Store demonstrates good word placement by using 

inline form validation (a pattern described in Web UI Patterns 

2014). Because the description sits in the form fields, you don’t 

need to clutter the interface with descriptions of each entry. The 

descriptions also disappear as the fields are completed, creating 

cleaner interactions as the user progresses.

http://store.apple.com/
http://www.uxpin.com/web-design-patterns.html?utm_source=Interaction%20Design%20Best%20Practices%20V1&utm_medium=ebook&utm_campaign=Interaction%20Design%20Best%20Practices%20V1
http://www.uxpin.com/web-design-patterns.html?utm_source=Interaction%20Design%20Best%20Practices%20V1&utm_medium=ebook&utm_campaign=Interaction%20Design%20Best%20Practices%20V1
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4. Omit Needless Words
The eternal advice of William Strunk, Jr. in the timeless Elements 

of Style, omitting needless words is fundamental to all writing. It 

holds extra weight with digital design given the size, character, 

and attention span limitations. You can’t ignore this advice, con-

sidering that a study on 205,873 web pages shows it only takes 

users about 10-20 seconds to decide if a site is worthwhile.

Photo credits: “Elevator pitch.” Ron Mader. Creative Commons

As a general rule of thumb, try to say everything in as few words 

as possible (while still retaining the meaning). For example, Click 

to Continue can be simply Continue, and All changes have been 

saved can be shortened to Changes saved.

http://www.bartleby.com/141/
http://www.bartleby.com/141/
http://www.nngroup.com/articles/how-long-do-users-stay-on-web-pages/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/planeta/5438489639/in/photolist-9hzFuK-9URfb9-dwn5vi-dwn5pM-dwsBWJ-dwsCiN-dwn5Vz-dwn5Mp-dwsCbL-DNXpo-9UQNsm-dwn6dp-dwn6hi-dwn6tM-dwn67R-dwsCmh-dwsCD5-dwowzH-dwovzK-dwu5cE-dwsCRm-dwoxiz-7Chb4q-5csN92-dGsYN-p4A8vH-dwowsF-dwow3t-dwox6P-dwowNp-dwu4sh-dwu47j-dwoxdZ-dwu4kQ-dwovMp-dwu4xd-dwu3Ch-n6gvh4-duJWAS-4H4NsM-89fZMY-oMmFfY-8hCAkj-7tFmmh-hKuYio-dCiPuV-9NBT3A-dCdZQR-6Kcahv-6Kc9Wt
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/
http://sixrevisions.com/user-interface/creating-a-user-interface-that-speaks-your-users-language/
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Don’t Force Personality

Cheeky and aggressively personable wording may have been an 

effective strategy years ago, when a casual tone stood out against 

other products using corporate-speak. But these days, most prod-

ucts use a casual tone, so this strategy isn’t as unique as it once was.

Photo credits: “Our fair share of hipsters.” Christopher Michel.Creative Commons 2.0

Don’t get us wrong – we’re not saying your product should be 

stripped of a distinct personality. Just don’t force it. Far too often, 

brands prioritize being clever or standing out over clearly stating 

their meaning. When personality gets in the way of clarity, it’s time 

to cut it out. As Randy Hunt, Creative Director at Etsy, advises, the 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/cmichel67/9428305690/in/photolist-99L34T-fn9wYE-fn9wNE-fmUmue-4BeHc-pkvZ7J-fmUmwX-fmUmna-fmUmfc-fn9wuC-fn9wFU-fn9wCy-fmUm4T-fn9wwu-nJee6R-fmUmrF-8XGvv8-6jHoFW-8Q5scw-aqubLf-6TVp6-fmUmcx-6TVk6-aax4TZ-9oJ6az-4BidQe-F2WvD-6vgN9N-7vJBXX-6TVgg-fmUm1P-818ym-og9d73-asHazg-2aNJDA-6TVqn-dorwc7-dpoeqV-6TVcV-6TVo1-cEC9to-6AXp9E-6TVf1-6aE7gE-4jdSo9-fn9wr3-8yAXNn-fn9wsQ-hLUhve-bsSQgE
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/
http://www.fastcodesign.com/3021554/innovation-by-design/hey-designers-stop-trying-to-be-so-damned-clever
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cleverness of first impressions doesn’t survive the first few minutes 

– but the frustration of obscurity certainly will.

Headlines and buttons make up the backbone of your product, so 

don’t risk weakening them with wording that can be misinterpreted. 

Clarity is prioritized over personality for key interactions, so Save 

and Continue will work better than a Awesome, let’s go! If you’re 

intent on flexing your creative muscles, save it for the subheadings 

and supporting text.

Source: UXPin

In our button above inviting others to collaborate, we balanced per-

sonality with functionality by still explicitly describing the action. 

It’s a subtle touch, since the action would be muddled if the second 

sentence was something like “Start the fun with a coworker!”

As you can see in this article, the Everyday photo app strikes a 

similar balance with its onboarding message, turning an otherwise 

annoying reminder into a delightful interaction that has probably 

cracked a few smiles. Again, the key here is that the user action 

remains crystal clear.

tweet this
When designing for interactions, don’t let personality dilute clarity.

http://www.fastcodesign.com/3021554/innovation-by-design/hey-designers-stop-trying-to-be-so-damned-clever
http://www.uxpin.com/?utm_source=Interaction%20Design%20Best%20Practices%20V1&utm_medium=ebook&utm_campaign=Interaction%20Design%20Best%20Practices%20V1
http://www.uxpin.com/application-features.html
http://www.smashingmagazine.com/2012/07/18/the-personality-layer/
https://twitter.com/home?status=%22When%20designing%20for%20interactions,%20don%E2%80%99t%20let%20personality%20dilute%20clarity.%22%20bit.ly/1C8h8F2%20@uxpin
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Your design’s personality will come out one way or another, re-

gardless of your word choice. Besides, a company personality is 

not something you want to force or consciously build – it should 

appear organically and truthfully. People are more attuned to be-

ing manipulated than you might think, and friendly words won’t 

necessarily make you friendlier.

To learn more about how to infuse your design with the right 

amount of personality, read this excellent A List Apart piece by 

Mailchimp UX Director Aarron Walter. Then, take a look at some 

excellent examples of emotional design. 

Emotional Connections Over Length

What does a legendary Renaissance-era battle have to do with a 

modern-day coffee company? Read the Our Story section of the Blue 

Bottle Coffee website and you’ll see.

As John Zeratsky first mentioned, Blue Bottle’s page on their compa-

ny is perfect example of how readability trumps length. A common 

misconception about copywriting is that shorter is always better – 

but don’t confuse the art of omitting needless words with omitting 

as much as you can. 

http://alistapart.com/article/personality-in-design
http://www.smashingmagazine.com/2012/07/18/the-personality-layer/
https://bluebottlecoffee.com/our-story
http://www.fastcodesign.com/3026463/from-google-ventures-5-rules-for-writing-great-interface-copy
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Source: Blue Bottle Coffee – Our Story

Most companies would shy away from such a roundabout compa-

ny description. But if you scroll down the page, this story serves 

a smarter purpose. It describes how the founder was inspired to 

produce fresh, no-BS, responsibly-sourced coffee, separating the 

brand from other “hundred flavors and one” coffee shops.

Longer content is fine, as long as it is highly engaging and serves a 

purpose. In this case, the copy creates an interaction that leads to 

deeper trust and credibility, which is one of the pillars of infusing 

your personality in design.

https://bluebottlecoffee.com/our-story
http://alistapart.com/article/personality-in-design
http://alistapart.com/article/personality-in-design
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Take Advantage of Human Reading Patterns

You also need to know how to lay out the content so that it’s read-

able. Longform content has mostly received a bad rap because of 

the way it’s been presented, without hierarchy or structure. That’s 

why you layout and typography matter.

1. Layout
As superficial as it sounds, sometimes how it looks is just as im-

portant as what is said. 

Photo credit: Speckyboy.com

In our free ebook Web UI Design Best Practices, we discuss the 

different trends in how users’ eyes commonly scan a page, in-

cluding the F-Pattern and the Z-Pattern. The significance of these 

patterns is that, by predicting where your users’ eyes go, you 

know where to place the most important content.

tweet this

While it might sound superficial, how your
interface looks is just as important as what you say.

http://Speckyboy.com
http://webdesign.tutsplus.com/articles/understanding-the-f-layout-in-web-design--webdesign-687
http://www.uxpin.com/web-ui-design-best-practices.html?utm_source=Interaction%20Design%20Best%20Practices%20V1&utm_medium=ebook&utm_campaign=Interaction%20Design%20Best%20Practices%20V1
http://webdesign.tutsplus.com/articles/understanding-the-f-layout-in-web-design--webdesign-687
http://webdesign.tutsplus.com/articles/understanding-the-z-layout-in-web-design--webdesign-28
https://twitter.com/home?status=%22While%20it%20might%20sound%20superficial,%20how%20your%20interface%20looks%20is%20just%20as%20important%20as%20what%20you%20say.%22%20bit.ly/1C8h8F2%20@uxpin
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In terms of interaction design, designing according to reading 

patterns improves the familiarity of your interface (which, as 

we described previously, improves learnability). We can also 

examine the importance of scanning patterns by looking at how 

the FDA redesigned their nutrition labels. 

Photo credits: “FDA Nutrition Facts Label 2014” Wikimedia. Creative Commons 3.0

Let’s look at this from interaction design’s goal-oriented frame-

work. 

Reading nutrition labels helps achieve the goal of staying healthy. 

The excessive white space in the old version created lag time 

when reading. As you can see from the above example, the new, 

condensed version is more streamlined, allowing the reader to 

process the information quicker and more effectively. This in-

teraction is now simplified, reducing the obstacles between the 

user and their goal.

http://www.uxbooth.com/articles/when-is-learnability-more-important-than-usability/
http://uxmovement.com/content/readability-of-the-new-nutrition-label/
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/c/c8/FDA_Nutrition_Facts_Label_2014.jpg
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
http://uxmovement.com/content/readability-of-the-new-nutrition-label/
http://johnnyholland.org/2011/11/goal-driven-design-decisions/
http://johnnyholland.org/2011/11/goal-driven-design-decisions/
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The other improvement to the nutrition label, the varying text 

sizes, also demonstrates the power of font size in prioritizing 

important information.

2. Typography
If your typography is lacking, your user may be distracted from 

the content, or unable to read it at all. Conversely, a well-planned 

typography can complement your content and direct your user’s 

eyes where you’d like. The iOS Human Interface Guidelines lists 

some helpful typography tips applicable to any design.

Source: iOS Human Interface Guidelines

• Text must always be legible – As it says in the guidebook, “If 

users can’t read the words in your app, it doesn’t matter how 

beautiful the typography is.”

https://developer.apple.com/library/ios/documentation/UserExperience/Conceptual/MobileHIG/ColorImagesText.html#//apple_ref/doc/uid/TP40006556-CH58-SW1
https://developer.apple.com/library/ios/documentation/UserExperience/Conceptual/MobileHIG/ColorImagesText.html#//apple_ref/doc/uid/TP40006556-CH58-SW1
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• Prioritize content by text size – To draw your reader’s eye 

to more important text, make it bigger. Notice how, in the 

example below, the parts of the email that concern the user 

(title, body) are large, while the optional details (date & time, 

recipient) are small. The email sender is also in blue, helping 

to differentiate important information.

Test custom fonts at all sizes – If you’re using a custom font, be 

careful. You’ll want to test it at different sizes to make sure it’s 

legible at each.

For a more detailed examination of typography, see our Web UI 

Design Best Practices, which discusses the strategies and best 

practices for typography.

tweet this

Readability is king. If users can’t read the words,
it doesn’t matter how beautiful your typography looks.

http://www.uxpin.com/web-ui-design-best-practices.html?utm_source=Interaction%20Design%20Best%20Practices%20V1&utm_medium=ebook&utm_campaign=Interaction%20Design%20Best%20Practices%20V1
http://www.uxpin.com/web-ui-design-best-practices.html?utm_source=Interaction%20Design%20Best%20Practices%20V1&utm_medium=ebook&utm_campaign=Interaction%20Design%20Best%20Practices%20V1
https://twitter.com/home?status=%22Readability%20is%20king.%20If%20users%20can%E2%80%99t%20read%20the%20words,%20it%20doesn%E2%80%99t%20matter%20how%20beautiful%20your%20typography%20looks.%22%20bit.ly/1C8h8F2%20@uxpin
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Remember the Importance of Microcopy

It’s not just the main content that matters – the secondary copy (mi-

crocopy) can’t be neglected either. As a testament to its value, Jared 

M. Spool, Founder of User Interface Engineering, tells the story of 

how a microcopy adjustment increased profits for an ecommerce 

site by $300 million a year.

Photo credits: “Writing good microcopy”. visualpun.ch. Creative Commons 2.0

In a nutshell, the addition of a well-placed, well-worded, and brief 

explanation patched a problem on the checkout page. The page had 

been designed in a way that confused a lot of users, and so they 

replaced a button and added a simple piece of microcopy: “You do 

not need to create an account to make purchases on our site. Simply 

click Continue to proceed to checkout. To make your future purchases 

even faster, you can create an account during checkout.”

The result? A 45% increase in purchases, raking in $300 million new 

profits at the end of the year.

http://www.uie.com/articles/three_hund_million_button/
http://www.uie.com/articles/three_hund_million_button/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/visualpunch/7245681808/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/
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Despite its small-sounding name, microcopy can wield an enormous 

influence on the way people interact with your site or app. The skill 

of microcopy lies in knowing what to say and where to say it. Us-

ability tests can help you pinpoint where some explanatory text or 

instructions are needed – as was the case for Spool’s example – but 

you don’t need a $300 million mistake in order to use microcopy to 

your advantage. 

Source: UXPin

The benefits of microcopy typically fall under the categories of giv-

ing instructions or alleviating your users’ fears and concerns (which 

improves their interactions for key steps like registration, signing 

up, etc.). Before you start deconstructing your entire design to solve 

a specific problem, try adding or changing a few key words to see 

if that helps.

If you’d like to learn more about microcopy, learn the 5 ways to 

avoid bad microcopy.

http://bokardo.com/archives/writing-microcopy/
http://www.uxpin.com
http://www.smashingmagazine.com/2013/06/17/five-ways-prevent-bad-microcopy/
http://www.smashingmagazine.com/2013/06/17/five-ways-prevent-bad-microcopy/
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Takeaway

There’s an inner Shakespeare and Hemingway inside all of us, so it’s 

time to get to work. All you need to do is follow the guidelines we’ve 

listed above and focus on what you want to communicate. Speak 

like a person who must help the user accomplish a goal, and opti-

mize the content for readability. We’ll close our chapter on words 

fittingly, with the words of a poet: as George Herbert once said, 

“Good words are worth much, and cost little.” 



We don’t want to undercut the significance of words, but we don’t 

want to downplay visuals, either. Both are equally important ele-

ments of interaction design. Words are interactions, but the visuals 

(like icons, menus, graphics, etc.) are what users actually interact with. 

Photo credits: thestlbrowns.com via awwwards.com

Visual Direction
in Interaction Design

How Appearance Affects Interaction

http://thestlbrowns.com
http://awwwards.com
http://2.bp.blogspot.com/_r0ll3NjMfP0/TRHxnJy9U8I/AAAAAAAAAT0/awInYzjBpqg/s1600/graph.png
http://www.facebook.com/sharer.php?u=bit.ly/1C8h8F2
http://www.linkedin.com/shareArticle?mini=true&url=bit.ly/1C8h8F2
https://twitter.com/home?status=Check%20out%20@uxpin's%20free%20e-book%20Interaction%20Design%20Best%20Practices:%20Words,%20Visuals,%20Space.%20Download%20here:%20bit.ly/1C8h8F2
https://plus.google.com/share?url=bit.ly/1C8h8F2


While some usability experts might cite Craigslist or even Amazon 

as examples of ugly but usable (and popular) sites, there’s no doubt 

that aesthetics serve a function. Emotion is key to the user experi-

ence: websites with nice visuals relax users and improve credibility 

and usability. Considering the short attention span of most users, 

perception is oftentimes reality: if the visuals are terrible, users 

won’t bother diving deeper into your interaction design. 

We’ll examine the importance of vision as it relates to interactions 

and how to ensure clear orientation, navigation, and consistency. 

Respect the Dominance of Vision

Let’s start with a demonstration. Take a look at the word below: 

YELLOW
Clearly, we all know which color the word “yellow” represents. But 

when most people read the above, they likely comprehend only red. 

The look of the typeface supersedes the actual meaning of word. 

As humans, vision is our dominant sense. While other animals rely 

more on hearing and smell, we are sight-driven creatures. As Da-

vid McCandless, Data Journalist and Infographic Expert, explains 

in a compelling TED Talk, we use all of our senses, but most of our 
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tweet this
Words are interactions, but the visuals are what users actually interact with.

http://www.ted.com/talks/david_mccandless_the_beauty_of_data_visualization?language=en
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brainpower goes into sight – though we may be hardly aware of it. 

Using the graphic below, he describes it with a computer analogy: 

“Your sense of sight is the fastest. It has the same bandwidth as 

a computer network. Then you have touch, which is about the 

speed of a USB key. And then you have hearing and smell, which 

has the throughput of a hard disk. And then you have poor old 

taste, which is like barely the throughput of a pocket calculator. 

And that little square in the corner, a naught .7 percent, that’s 

the amount we’re actually aware of. So a lot of your vision – the 

bulk of it is visual, and it’s pouring in – it’s unconscious.”

Source: Photo credits: “Human “I” in Closeup”. Nithi Anand.Creative Commons 2.0

But what does that mean for you with regards to interaction design? 

It means that every visual decision you make for your product will 

have an enormous impact on the interaction, even if only subcon-

scious. 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/nithiclicks/16387876225/in/photolist-qY99E6-fd4mpv-bqteUp-bqt4AZ-bqsNza-gSEhpo-b2ci2n-6Tqt5e-3cECqp-c9eAvJ-gCVMHV-iL2xRX-fdiTn3-8ApYKS-fd4mtB-51CXYQ-gECbm7-5sLJ6q-eK2fKm-fd4mw2-fd4mxx-fdiTrS-c9eBid-c9eAZ3-c9eAEL-c9eB9Q-c9eBXA-c9eC7Q-4MUmiJ-bqtdkv-aaTZBa-bQKvVr-bAT9XF-9cNR5m-bqsNut-5iPMmb-akUamc-9MTWL8-aaWDEh-7GaPrY-c9eAQq-c9eBAs-c9eBro-aaWDDU-aaWDEb-aaWDDG-4n6mBG-aaWDDQ-9MTWKV-9MWK81
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/
http://www.ted.com/talks/david_mccandless_the_beauty_of_data_visualization?language=en
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Stephen P. Anderson, Product Design Consultant, points out that 

visuals will affect more than the experience, they’ll also affect the 

user’s behavior. This means that a good visual design can improve 

sales, increase signups and conversions, and encourage certain user 

behaviors. Take a look at the two checkout forms below: 

Checkout Form A (Photo credits: LA Police Gear)

Checkout Form B (Photo credits: revolveclothing.com)

Keeping in mind that one of the goals of interaction design is to 

make the user think as little as possible, which would you guess is 

more conducive to a sale? Which is more visually pleasing? 

http://www.slideshare.net/stephenpa/the-subtle-art-of-seduction
http://www.slideshare.net/stephenpa/the-subtle-art-of-seduction
https://us-dc2-order.store.yahoo.net/policestuff/ymix/MetaController.html?ysco_key_event_id=1&ysco_key_store_id=policestuff&sectionId=ysco.ship-bill#ys_userMessages
http://www.slideshare.net/stephenpa/the-subtle-art-of-seduction
http://revolveclothing.com
http://www.slideshare.net/stephenpa/the-subtle-art-of-seduction
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The top sample seems to repulse users with its claustrophobic spac-

ing and overload of text, while the bottom sample is clear, sleek, and 

feels manageable thanks to its 3-step process (even though the user 

will more-or-less enter the same data). Because interaction design is 

all about creating things that people actually want to use, attractive 

things are more desirable and therefore work better. 

Photo credits: oldtownspiceshop.com via awwwards.com

But more than just inviting interaction, smart aesthetic design also 

provides an extra layer of understanding. If you look at the Old 

Town Spice Shop example below, you can see how the cabinet lay-

out of the site immediately suggests the company’s purpose and 

spice products. While you can debate whether users would see the 

cabinet first or the words like “Spices” and “Extracts”  first, there’s 

no doubt that the two work in harmony.  

tweet this
Every visual decision will affect the interaction, even if subconsciously.
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Provide Clear Visual Orientation & Navigation

Users browsing the web are not unlike nomads. People have a gen-

eral sense of where they want to go, but still need some direction 

and cues. The way they do it is by creating mental maps, and since 

we just established that humans are visual creatures, we’re going 

to need a few visual markers to find our way. 

In a way, your navigation needs to act like a GPS. Users need to 

know their current location, what routes are possible, and what 

the next steps should be. 

Breadcrumbs are the most explicit way of satisfying all three require-

ments. A common UI pattern like its shown from Newegg below, this 

treatment leaves a clear visual trail for users to track their visit. 

Photo credits: newegg.com

But breadcrumbs must be treated as a backup option for users, be-

cause they’re not a visually intuitive method of clicking between 

pages. They’re mostly used in sites with complex hierarchies, such 

as e-commerce sites, and aren’t required for simpler sites. When in 

doubt, refer back to your site map and see if adding breadcrumbs 

would improve usability or just add clutter.  

http://www.newegg.com/
http://newegg.com
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Signifying words, breadcrumbs, links – in addition to menus, search 

fields, and clickable icons – are all sight-based tools in your design 

toolbox that help you create a sense of orientation and navigation. 

When it comes to the primary navigation, you need to make a strong 

visual impression. 

As you can see below, Skullcandy’s Supreme Sound site is a great 

example of a visual-based navigation system. Not only does it have 

a simple and understandable vertical menu on the right side of the 

screen, but the icons themselves are enticing pictures. The vertical 

menu highlights in red the current location (providing orientation), 

while the horizontal menu includes dropdowns for further explo-

ration (providing navigation). If I’m interacting with the content, 

the blue calls-to-action also provide unmissable next steps (thanks 

to their standout color). 

Photo credit: skullcandy.com via freshconsulting.com

http://ca.skullcandy.com/supremesoundjourney/
http://eu.skullcandy.com/supremesoundjourney/
http://www.freshconsulting.com/navigation-ui-design/
http://www.freshconsulting.com/navigation-ui-design/
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As you can see above, orientation and navigation are not mutually 

exclusive. Better orientation is usually linked to better navigation. 

If you’d like to learn more about navigation best practices, check out 

our free ebook Web UI Design Best Practices, and this 5-part series 

on simplifying navigation for interaction design.

Ensure Visual Consistency 

Consistency is important in all aspects of interaction design, not just 

visuals. However, inconsistencies in visuals are glaring (just check 

out the The World’s Worst Website Ever to get a vision of design hell). 

Photo credit: “Wallpaper 001- Paint Whirlpool”. Patrick Hoesly. Creative Commons 2.0

Consistency creates a sense of logic in how your site is designed and 

arranged, which creates a more gratifying experience (and we all 

know happy users are returning users). People prefer consistency 

because, as we mentioned before, it improves predictability (which 

increases learnability). And when your interface is easier to learn, 

http://www.uxpin.com/web-ui-design-best-practices.html?utm_source=Interaction%20Design%20Best%20Practices%20V1&utm_medium=ebook&utm_campaign=Interaction%20Design%20Best%20Practices%20V1
http://www.smashingmagazine.com/2014/09/18/efficiently-simplifying-navigation-interaction-design/
http://www.theworldsworstwebsiteever.com/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/zooboing/5121586427/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/
http://www.laceytechsolutions.co.uk/web-design/importance-of-consistency-in-web-design/
http://www.laceytechsolutions.co.uk/web-design/importance-of-consistency-in-web-design/
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it’s also more usable. People also don’t like unpleasant surprises, as 

the Principle of Least Astonishment states: 

“When two elements of an interface conflict or are ambiguous, 

the behavior should be that which will least surprise the human 

user.”

The trouble with inconsistency is that it increases the “cognitive load.” 

As Kathryn Whitenton, UX Specialist at the Nielson Norman Group, 

explains in a blog post on the topic, cognitive load is how much the 

users have to think when using a product. Every inconsistency forces 

the user to stop and process what the difference means, why it’s dif-

ferent, and how it affects their behavior. Therefore, the less inconsis-

tencies, the smoother the interactions, and the better the experience. 

Photo credits: stackoverflow.com / imgur.com

As you can see in the above left example of StackOverflow, consis-

tency applies to visuals and copy. The icon says Choose File, yet the 

copy says “click browse.” On the other hand, Imgur demonstrates 

consistency by highlighting action words like browse, paste, and 

drag and drop in green. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Principle_of_least_astonishment
http://www.nngroup.com/articles/minimize-cognitive-load/
http://stackoverflow.com
http://imgur.com
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Radio buttons in one section of an interface that allow for a single 

selection shouldn’t allow multiple selections in other sections. This 

also extends to copy as well, since if you call it “Save” in one section, 

you shouldn’t call it “Store” in another. And as designer Timothy 

Smith suggests, if a picture opens up as a lightbox, it shouldn’t open 

as a new tab elsewhere. Base your interface decisions on the de-

sired user behaviors. 

Because inconsistencies are such a consistent problem, the two best 

strategies to combat them are following UI design patterns and us-

ing a style guide. 

1. Use UI Design Patterns as a Baseline
Think of UI patterns as design best practices that are specific to 

use cases. Since users are already familiar with design patterns, 

their use reduces the learning curve for your interface. Common 

UI patterns include carousels, related links, slideshows... the list 

goes on (as you can see by this site dedicated to cataloging them). 

For instance, Netflix employs a “Related Content” UI pattern to 

help users find other movies or shows they might like. Because 

the content is intelligently generated, the interaction with the 

user feels more like a person suggesting something helpful. This 

isn’t a groundbreaking design, but it is a quick and effective solu-

tion that makes your interface feel alive.

tweet this

Consistent design is more predictable.
Predictable designs are easier to learn, which improves usability.

http://www.uxbooth.com/articles/consistency-key-to-a-better-user-experience/
http://www.uxbooth.com/articles/consistency-key-to-a-better-user-experience/
http://ui-patterns.com/patterns
https://twitter.com/home?status=%22Consistent%20design%20is%20more%20predictable.%20Predictable%20designs%20are%20easier%20to%20learn,%20which%20improves%20usability.%22%20bit.ly/1C8h8F2%20@uxpin
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Source: Netflix

Of course, UI patterns aren’t just plug-and-play templates, so you 

should still customize them based on the look and feel of your site. 

To find the right patterns for your product, check out any number 

of pattern libraries, where you can browse patterns by their cat-

egory, like “navigation” or “input.” This year, we have released 

2 separate catalogues of UI patterns (along with analysis of use 

cases as demonstrated by Fortune 500 companies): Web UI Design 

Patterns 2014 and Mobile UI Design Patterns 2014. 

2. Create Quick Style Guides
While UI patterns help improve familiarity, style guides ensure 

site-wide consistency. Style guides are manuals that list your 

product’s specific preferences for any area that could be hard to 

remember – things like the size and font for all site content, color 

gradients for secondary versus primary navigation, the behavior 

of buttons upon clicking, etc. 

http://www.netflix.com
http://www.uxpin.com/web-design-patterns.html?utm_source=Interaction%20Design%20Best%20Practices%20V1&utm_medium=ebook&utm_campaign=Interaction%20Design%20Best%20Practices%20V1
http://www.uxpin.com/web-design-patterns.html?utm_source=Interaction%20Design%20Best%20Practices%20V1&utm_medium=ebook&utm_campaign=Interaction%20Design%20Best%20Practices%20V1
http://www.uxpin.com/mobile-design-patterns.html?utm_source=Interaction%20Design%20Best%20Practices%20V1&utm_medium=ebook&utm_campaign=Interaction%20Design%20Best%20Practices%20V1
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Source: Yelp Style Guide

At UXPin, we create our style guides as we update our site. This 

helps eliminate extra work down the line because we can just 

add new screenshots with technical details to our internal com-

pany wiki. As we described in The Guide to Mockups, this “chop 

and paste” method works perfectly for lean style guides that can 

be shared with the whole company. 

We discuss style guides at length in our Web UI Design Best Prac-

tices, including how to make one, and what they include. 

For more examples of style guides, check out these great resources: 

• Starbucks 

• MailChimp

• Yelp

• BBC Gel

http://ui-patterns.com/blog/The-three-levels-of-design-patterns-implementation-flow-and-context
https://www.uxpin.com/?utm_source=Interaction%20Design%20Best%20Practices%20V1&utm_medium=ebook&utm_campaign=Interaction%20Design%20Best%20Practices%20V1
http://www.uxpin.com/guide-to-mockups.html?utm_source=Interaction%20Design%20Best%20Practices%20V1&utm_medium=ebook&utm_campaign=Interaction%20Design%20Best%20Practices%20V1
http://www.uxpin.com/web-ui-design-best-practices.html?utm_source=Interaction%20Design%20Best%20Practices%20V1&utm_medium=ebook&utm_campaign=Interaction%20Design%20Best%20Practices%20V1
http://www.uxpin.com/web-ui-design-best-practices.html?utm_source=Interaction%20Design%20Best%20Practices%20V1&utm_medium=ebook&utm_campaign=Interaction%20Design%20Best%20Practices%20V1
http://www.starbucks.com/static/reference/styleguide/
http://ux.mailchimp.com/patterns
http://www.yelp.com/styleguide
http://www.bbc.co.uk/gel
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To learn more about consistency in interaction design, check out 

this overview of creating consistency in all areas of UX and this 

explanation of system, platform, and real-world consistency. 

Takeaway

When people are online, they say they’re “looking” at a website, not 

“interacting” with one, even though the latter is more accurate. We 

rely heavily on sight, and visuals guide us in the creation of our 

opinions, our solutions to problems, and what we believe is our best 

course of action. Because interaction design is so closely linked to 

the user experience, using visuals to create the best UX will indi-

rectly but assuredly lead to better interactions.

http://www.uxbooth.com/articles/consistency-key-to-a-better-user-experience/
http://akendi.com/blog/the-three-sides-of-interaction-consistency/


Let’s get philosophical for a second. Pretend you’ve never seen a 

hammer before, but now there’s one in front of you. You see a hard 

metal part, with weird shapes, spikes, and knobs. Then you see a 

long wooden part, smooth, and a little bigger than the size of your 

hand. Which part would you grab when you pick it up? And what 

is a hammer for, anyways? 

Photo credits: “hammer”. tony. Creative Commons

The hammer applies force to objects, but you only know that be-

cause of its signifiers. The hammer’s handle tells you that you can 

Affordances: The Interaction 
Designer’s Secret Weapon

Different Types of Signifiers and How to Use Them

https://www.flickr.com/photos/austincameraguy/2240344525/in/photolist-4pYmnK-bXMZBs-4sgU8W-a7bjEY-azsxRg-jhqjkA-e2xLhQ-8rEDMX-hfGgK-8nRzqK-36e7k1-7obSUK-avmEzf-nHKB6W-5E1Xqz-qP6UBq-6gJyCf-8nUTUw-buGnXy-mHvY2Q-a7X7RC-hnNGJ-mHugCX-aiYupP-aurWZ8-bDMHNA-nvvHx-qYQ7F-78U98s-ic9NQv-i1BxDa-4Jb3BG-fVsEU6-fSC3xr-88u7sC-oU8qrJ-oU91d8-oU8ZxR-buGo2w-7tayzr-2T4Ya-6Z8WKN-5RxMhs-2fxYKL-nUqb3E-a7UeVz-jp76xf-f8sDog-9CnUYH-9bGcC6
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/
http://thegraphicsfairy.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/10/hammerVintage-GraphicsFairy1.jpg
http://www.facebook.com/sharer.php?u=bit.ly/1C8h8F2
http://www.linkedin.com/shareArticle?mini=true&url=bit.ly/1C8h8F2
https://twitter.com/home?status=Check%20out%20@uxpin's%20free%20e-book%20Interaction%20Design%20Best%20Practices:%20Words,%20Visuals,%20Space.%20Download%20here:%20bit.ly/1C8h8F2
https://plus.google.com/share?url=bit.ly/1C8h8F2


grab it. It’s size, shape, and look are all subtle cues to its use, and 

even if you don’t know what a hammer is for, you can at least guess 

how to pick one up. 

While affordances might not be a top priority for tool-makers, for 

interaction designers they are absolutely essential – otherwise us-

ers wouldn’t know what they can and cannot interact with. In this 

chapter, we’ll first discuss the connection between affordances, per-

ceived affordances, and signifiers. Then, we’ll dissect the types of 

signifiers, and explain how to use each type to make sure percep-

tion matches reality. 

Let Form Suggest Function: Affordances vs. Signifiers

Affordances are what a product can do. For instance, a website 

affords navigation. But how does the user know that function is 

possible? A perceived affordance is therefore how the user thinks 

the navigation might work, which of course must match the actual 

affordance. 

The beauty of signifiers is that, when they’re used properly, the 

product feels intuitive and familiar, as if the user already knows 

what the feature is for. As Andrew Maier, Co-founder of UX Booth, 

points out, the effectiveness of perceived affordances depends upon 
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tweet this
Use affordances wisely to ensure perception matches reality.

http://johnnyholland.org/2010/04/perceived-affordances-and-designing-for-task-flow/
http://www.slideshare.net/andrewmaier/affordances-in-modern-web-design
https://twitter.com/home?status=%22Use%20affordances%20wisely%20to%20ensure%20perception%20matches%20reality.%22%20bit.ly/1C8h8F2%20@uxpin
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signifiers. A signifier can be anything that suggests meaning, wheth-

er a word, a shape, a color, or a movement. 

Photo credits: behance.net

Let’s look at an example from Behance. Their use the infinite scroll 

UI pattern (as described in Web UI Patterns 2014) is one way to af-

ford navigation. As you scroll downwards, a loading circle appears 

before more content loads, signifying that the content stream is dy-

namic. Without the signifier, you might be disoriented as to why a 

bunch of new content appeared (when it seemed as though the page 

was finished). In this case, the subtle touch of a signifier provides a 

split-second interaction that results in an immediate understanding 

of the affordance. 

http:// behance.net
http://www.uxpin.com/web-design-patterns.html?utm_source=Interaction%20Design%20Best%20Practices%20V1&utm_medium=ebook&utm_campaign=Interaction%20Design%20Best%20Practices%20V1
http://www.danieldressel.com/ASSETS/FONTS/circle_loading.gif
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If we look at the above screenshot from a higher level, you can also 

see other signifiers: the thumbs-up icon signals that liking content 

is possible, the arrow icon in the navigation signifies a dropdown, 

etc. None of these affect the functionality, but simply suggest that 

these interactions are possible. 

Signifiers come in different types, each serving different purposes, 

and we can organize them best into four groups, based on Natasha 

Postolovski’s excellent article on the topic:

• Explicit Signifiers – Obvious signifiers, such as words or ap-

pearances.

• Pattern Signifiers – Trends and customs that have been popular-

ized to the point of common understanding. See Web UI Patterns 

2014 for visual case studies. 

• Hidden Signifiers – Signifiers that do not become apparent un-

less certain conditions are met. 

• Metaphorical Signifiers – Using a metaphor to signify its mean-

ing, for example, an envelope icon representing email. 

Knowing when and how to use these types will provide a layered 

feel to your interaction design, so let’s go into detail for each. 

http://www.smashingmagazine.com/2014/06/24/affordance-most-underrated-word-in-web-design/
http://www.uxpin.com/web-design-patterns.html?utm_source=Interaction%20Design%20Best%20Practices%20V1&utm_medium=ebook&utm_campaign=Interaction%20Design%20Best%20Practices%20V1
http://www.uxpin.com/web-design-patterns.html?utm_source=Interaction%20Design%20Best%20Practices%20V1&utm_medium=ebook&utm_campaign=Interaction%20Design%20Best%20Practices%20V1
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Explicit Signifiers 

The most obvious of the types, explicit signifiers include language or 

appearance to show function. Something as blatant as text reading 

“Click Here” would certainly belong in this category. 

At times a bit on-the-nose (“Write your comments here...”), explicit 

signifiers should only be used when necessary. Imagine how wordy 

(and annoying) your page would be if every link read “Click Here.” 

In brief, only use explicit signifiers when subtler options aren’t as 

effective. 

In the below example from our own UXPin website, the call-to-ac-

tion is an explicit signifier. We decided on the text “Start using it 

now!” because there just wasn’t a simpler way of conveying that 

information. An icon representing that message would be too ob-

scure, and it’s not exactly a “Log In” because that implies you need 

to create an account beforehand. Since providing your email directs 

you immediately into the app, it was best to keep the language ex-

plicitly clear. 

Source: UXPin

http://www.uxpin.com/?utm_source=Interaction%20Design%20Best%20Practices%20V1&utm_medium=ebook&utm_campaign=Interaction%20Design%20Best%20Practices%20V1
http://www.uxpin.com/?utm_source=Interaction%20Design%20Best%20Practices%20V1&utm_medium=ebook&utm_campaign=Interaction%20Design%20Best%20Practices%20V1
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Pattern Signifiers

No one really knows why clicking on a site’s logo takes you back to 

the homepage, but most of us know that it will. This is so common 

on most sites that it’s become an established trend, or pattern. Be-

low we’ve listed some common patterns, most or all of which you’ll 

recognize: 

• Blue text representing links

• Logos representing the homepage

• Asterisks representing mandatory form fields

• Cards representing clickable teasers 

• Hamburger menu representing navigation 

Hulu makes excellent use of pattern signifiers on their homepage. 

In the picture below, you’ll notice the clickable logo for the home-

page, the top navigation menu, the magnifying glass search field, 

the account manager in upper-right, the standard video play button, 

and the image carousel with both arrow controls and dot position-

ing indicating that the user can cycle content. Since other video sites 

like Youtube and Netflix use similar patterns, this tactic increases 

familiarity (and therefore learnability) for the user. 

Pattern signifiers allow meaningful interactions to happen at the 

speed of thought (we intuitively know the magnifying glass indi-

cates a search functionality). As such, these should be used whenev-

er possible (especially if you’re designing for tech-savvy audiences). 

http://www.hulu.com
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Source: Hulu

The greatest strength of pattern signifiers, however, is also their 

weakness. Because its effectiveness depends upon familiarity, you’ll 

want to use these less if you’re designing for younger audiences 

(like children) or less technically adept people (such as the elderly, 

or those with limited technological access). 

For a thorough analysis of 100+ effective patterns, download our 

free ebooks, Web UI Design Patterns 2014 and Mobile UI Design 

Patterns 2014. 

http://www.hulu.com/
http://www.uxpin.com/web-design-patterns.html?utm_source=Interaction%20Design%20Best%20Practices%20V1&utm_medium=ebook&utm_campaign=Interaction%20Design%20Best%20Practices%20V1
http://www.uxpin.com/mobile-design-patterns.html?utm_source=Interaction%20Design%20Best%20Practices%20V1&utm_medium=ebook&utm_campaign=Interaction%20Design%20Best%20Practices%20V1
http://www.uxpin.com/mobile-design-patterns.html?utm_source=Interaction%20Design%20Best%20Practices%20V1&utm_medium=ebook&utm_campaign=Interaction%20Design%20Best%20Practices%20V1
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Hidden Signifiers

Have you ever accidentally moved your cursor over a piece of text 

and suddenly it changed color, revealing that it was a link? This is 

an example of hidden signifier, a subtle but useful way to illustrate 

a feature’s function. If you’re familiar with Pinterest, you’ll recog-

nize how the options to Pin, Send, and Like a photo appear only 

when you hover over them. 

Source: Pinterest

The appeal of hidden signifiers is that they save space. You give the 

users the controls they want without sacrificing screen real estate 

– having your cake and eating it, too. But, hidden signifiers can be 

risky (you don’t want to hide important info), so they should be 

used carefully. 

http://www.pinterest.com/
http://www.pinterest.com/
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Hidden signifiers are generally recommended for secondary ac-

tions. For example, selecting “Add to Favorites” for an item is an 

interaction that helps users prioritize content or products, but it 

isn’t a non-negotiable. Therefore, it’s acceptable to put the “favorite” 

function as a hidden signifier. 

If you’d like to learn more about balancing minimalism with dis-

coverability, check out this helpful piece by Dan Saffer, Founder of 

Kicker Studio. 

Metaphorical Signifiers

A simplistic house icon means homepage, an envelope means email, 

a folder means... a folder. These are all examples of metaphorical 

signifiers, and rely on a user’s common sense (and familiarity with 

everyday objects) to draw a connection. 

Metaphorical signifiers are closely linked with patterns; because 

metaphors have been so successful, they have been used repeatedly 

by hundreds of companies until they became established patterns. 

That’s why you most often see envelopes representing email instead 

of, say, the mailbox from the AOL era. But as technology advances, 

new functions require digital representation, and so metaphorical 

signifiers still live on the frontier of design. 

http://www.slideshare.net/dansaffer/the-new-era-of-non-discoverability
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You’ll find most metaphorical signifiers as part of an app or site’s 

navigation (as either icons on the page or menu items).  As shown 

in the below example from the Chicago Works app, it’s not a bad 

idea to include some text next to the metaphors when you have 

only a few items. Combining text with visual cues will help users 

understand functions even faster. 

Source: Chicago Works App

One of the most important things to remember about metaphorical 

signifiers is context. A magnifying glass, for example, might indi-

cate a type of search function on a website. However, in an image 

editor, that same icon might signify zoom in/out. Keep in mind your 

context when designing, and if you think there might be confusion, 

there’s nothing wrong with communicating more explicitly. 

http://www.chicagoworksapp.com/
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Takeaway

Speed and ease-of-use are two of the biggest goals in interaction 

design, and signifiers create both. Knowing how to properly use 

signifiers is as relevant to a designer as knowing how to use colors 

is as relevant to a painter; the strengths of the different signifier 

types are akin the differences in colors, and the skilled designer/

painter knows the best time to use each, and when to mix them.

It’s a shame that something as useful as understanding affordances 

can be easily overlooked, but don’t make the mistake of ignoring 

them. Experiment with signifiers until you can confidently apply 

them; you’ll discover they can be one of the most powerful weapons 

you have in your design arsenal.



While he never lived to see the Internet, engineering psychologist Paul 

Fitts nonetheless had a huge influence on digital design with his 1954 

proposal now known as Fitts’s Law. We can describe Fitts’s Law as: 

...a model of human movement in HCI and ergonomics which 

predicts that the time required to rapidly move to a target area 

is a function of the distance to and the size of the target.

What this means in layman’s term’s is that the larger and closer a 

target, the faster and easier it is to select the target. Fitts proved his 

idea mathematically, and the law is still popular today in digital de-

sign (just play this quick game and you’ll understand immediately). 

Photo credits: “Fitts’s Law” Wikimedia. Creative Commons 3.0

Of course, that doesn’t mean you should fill your page with enor-

mous buttons squeezed next to each other. As Anastasios Karafillis, 

Size & Distance
in Interaction Design
When To Apply Fitts’s Law (and When Not To)

http://www.princeton.edu/~achaney/tmve/wiki100k/docs/Fitts_s_law.html
http://www.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human-computer_interaction
http://www.fastcodesign.com/1671680/a-silly-browser-game-that-visualizes-the-science-of-interface-design
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/0/03/Fitts_law.png
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
http://www.facebook.com/sharer.php?u=bit.ly/1C8h8F2
http://www.linkedin.com/shareArticle?mini=true&url=bit.ly/1C8h8F2
https://twitter.com/home?status=Check%20out%20@uxpin's%20free%20e-book%20Interaction%20Design%20Best%20Practices:%20Words,%20Visuals,%20Space.%20Download%20here:%20bit.ly/1C8h8F2
https://plus.google.com/share?url=bit.ly/1C8h8F2


IxD Designer and Philosopher, points out, Fitts’s Law must be execut-

ed with finesse. Interaction design is meant for people, which means 

that you need consistency, enjoyment, accessibility, and discover-

ability – none of which can just be calculated with clicks or pixels. 

We’ll start by deconstructing Fitts’s Law down into its 4 central com-

ponents and examine the benefits and limitations of each (so you 

can treat Fitts’s Law as a design tool rather than rule set in stone). 

Afterwards, we’ll analyze Netflix as a case study of best practices. 

Let’s take a look at some of Karafillis’ excellent points in more detail 

below (which we’ve expanded upon with more examples).

Create Bigger Clickable Areas

The loosest interpretation of Fitts’s Law is to make your key ele-

ments larger so that it’s easier for your users to click them. But this 

is mostly an oversimplification.

There are at least two universal truths an interaction designer can 

take from this: 

• Make top-priority buttons larger – Whether relatively larger 

in comparison to the rest of the page, or just plain large, an in-

crease in size will attract attention, show significance, and make 

it physically easier for your user to choose the target. 
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http://www.smashingmagazine.com/2012/12/04/fittss-law-and-user-experience/
http://www.smashingmagazine.com/2012/12/04/fittss-law-and-user-experience/
http://www.smashingmagazine.com/2012/12/04/fittss-law-and-user-experience/
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• Make the clickable area of a button as large as possible – In 

other words, make the whole button clickable, not just the text 

within the button. You can in the example from Mailchimp below 

that the entire region is clickable, not just the text. 

Photo credits: Mailchimp.com

These guidelines are especially applicable to call-to-action buttons, 

which presumably are a design priority for any business. But size 

can be a double-edged sword, so exercise some caution. 

The drawbacks to relying on excessive size are: 

• Taking up too much screen real estate

• Throwing off the balance of the entire page

• Creating clutter

When determining size, it’s important to remember that increasing 

a button’s size does not increase its usability linearly. 

This means that if you increase the size of a small button, you’ll 

give it more impact; but if you increase the size of an already large 

button, the impact will be minimal. All that will happen is you’ll 

end up with an obnoxiously large button. 

http://www.mailchimp.com
http://Mailchimp.com
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Minimize Physical Exertion 

Fitts’s Law originated as a way to analyze physical exertion, and it 

wasn’t until later that his principles were reinterpreted to apply to 

web design. However, with their physical gesturing, mobile devic-

es are actually more attuned to what Fitts was actually studying. 

Whether you interpret his studies loosely for web design or literally 

for mobile design, in both cases, Fitts’s Law states that less exertion 

leads to a better UX. 

Photo credits: “Smartphone”. Pixabay. Creative Commons 1.0

Mobile design has a lot more muscle and fatigue concerns than 

web design, so it’s important to keep them in mind to completely 

optimize your UX. Justin Smith, UX Architect for Cartoon Network, 

explains that the problem is further complicated by the different 

screen sizes each having their own different issues. But if you’ve 

http://pixabay.com/en/smartphone-telephone-typing-keying-431230/
http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/deed.en
http://webdesign.tutsplus.com/articles/applying-fitts-law-to-mobile-interface-design--webdesign-6919
http://webdesign.tutsplus.com/articles/applying-fitts-law-to-mobile-interface-design--webdesign-6919
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been paying attention to the points of Fitts’s Law, you’ll have no 

problem applying them to the muscle movements of mobile devices. 

Smaller screens tend to put more strain on the hand muscles, but 

7” devices, while bigger and heavier, are easier to manipulate. One 

point to keep in mind with 7” screens is that, in the vertical orien-

tation, most people will hold it at the the top. This makes the top 

two corners the best places for actionable targets. 

But some functions like deleting items should be harder to perform 

to ensure that they are not executed accidentally. 

For example, when you want to remove a field in the relationship 

management tool RelateIQ, the modal window actually prompts 

you to type in “DELETE THIS FIELD”. From our experience with 

the tool, this dramatically decreases the likelihood of deleting due 

to the effort required. 

Compare that to the Cancel function, a low-consequence function 

that’s easily clickable. 

Second, complicated gestures and input methods can actually im-

prove UX in some cases, when used properly. 

Take DeviantArt’s favoriting method: if a user clicks on a picture 

and drags slightly, the Favorite toolbar drops down on screen, al-

lowing the user to simply “drop” the picture in. While most other 
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Source: DeviantArt

sites have clickable options for their Favoriting system, the advan-

tage to this one is that it hides the controls interface until needed, 

saving valuable screen real estate on a site that relies heavily on 

displaying as many graphics as possible. 

Optimize for Proximity

Have you ever wanted to go to a cool event, but then bailed when 

you found out how far away it was? Your users do this every day 

with your website or app, though on a much smaller scale. 

If Fitts’s Law teaches us nothing else, it’s that you want to reduce 

the cursor movement as much as possible. Jason Gross, Designer 

http://www.deviantart.com/
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for Healthx, reminds us that grouping items with similar functions 

together is standard design practice, but this idea can be taken a 

step further. 

By anticipating functions used sequentially, an interaction designer 

can further minimize the distance the cursor must travel. In addi-

tion, the placement on the screen can play a large role in cursor  

movement, as we can assume the cursor usually starts near the top 

of the screen. Look at at this example from Freshbooks.

The most used button, New Invoice, is located at the very top (and 

is larger than the others, reiterating the point about size from the 

last section). Reinforcing the Gestalt Principle that closely grouped 

items are perceived as similar, you can also see how related func-

tions (sometimes done sequentially) like Copy, Print, and Send are 

tightly grouped. 

Of course, you don’t want to sacrifice your product’s overall struc-

ture and cohesiveness just to save your user a centimeter or two of 

cursor movement. More important than a quick cursor movement 

is an interface with a logical and consistent structure. 

Facebook is a perfect example of a design that does not fear space. 

As you can see below, there’s plenty of space located between the 

chat sidebar and activity stream. If we were designing based on 

frequency of use, we could place the chat and activity stream next 

to each other. But that would disrupt the functional consistency – 

http://sixrevisions.com/usabilityaccessibility/improving-usability-with-fitts-law/
http://sixrevisions.com/usabilityaccessibility/improving-usability-with-fitts-law/
http://cdn.sixrevisions.com/0128-06_freshbooks_ui.png
http://sixrevisions.com/web_design/gestalt-principles-applied-in-design/
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adding space between unrelated groups helps users create a mental 

map of information and tools. That’s why it’s more important that 

similar actions within a group (like Comment or Like) are placed 

closer together. 

Photo credits: facebook.com

To clean up the interface, many sites use the familiar dropdown 

menu. By the standards of Fitts’s Law, the dropdown menu is inef-

ficient since it only increases cursor movement; but from an orga-

nizational perspective, dropdowns make sense as they consolidate 

and organize information in a way that users can easily understand. 

Photo credits: jawbone.com

http://facebook.com
https://jawbone.com/speakers/bigjambox
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That’s why most sites, like Jawbone (below), still use them. Notice 

how they’ve also grouped similar actions together, but created dis-

tance between unrelated groups like browsing products and signing 

into your account. 

Takeaway

Tiny distances on a small screen may seem like a minor concern, 

but they add up fast – especially with actions that are performed 

repeatedly. Part of good interaction design is being able to identify 

these “micromoments” that fall under everyone else’s radar, even the 

users. Your users may not know the extra time you spent optimizing 

the position and size of the high-priority items (without completely 

neglecting the lesser-used ones), but they will appreciate the product, 

as a whole, much more. 



Effective use of space in interaction design requires an understand-

ing of aesthetics, functionality, and human behavior. In fact, spatial 

design is the link between the more stylistic dimensions of language 

and visuals, and the more practical ones of responsiveness, time, 

and user behavior. Space exists somewhere in the middle, dealing 

with issues on both sides of the spectrum. 

Photo credits: wearec2.com via awwwards.com

We’ll start our discussion on space by talking about it in its purest 

form – white space – and why you shouldn’t fear it. Then we’ll get 

into more practical tips on how to treat space in interaction design 

so that your interface doesn’t feel cluttered or isolated. 

Embracing Space
in Interaction Design

How to Position Common Elements for Successful IxD

http://wearec2.com/#/
http://awwwards.com
https://www.designcontest.com/blog/why-you-need-white-space-again/
http://www.facebook.com/sharer.php?u=bit.ly/1C8h8F2
http://www.linkedin.com/shareArticle?mini=true&url=bit.ly/1C8h8F2
https://twitter.com/home?status=Check%20out%20@uxpin's%20free%20e-book%20Interaction%20Design%20Best%20Practices:%20Words,%20Visuals,%20Space.%20Download%20here:%20bit.ly/1C8h8F2
https://plus.google.com/share?url=bit.ly/1C8h8F2


Don’t Fear Blank Space

White space can be daunting. As we discussed in Web UI Best Prac-

tices, white space can feel like an empty canvas – something that 

you must replace with your brilliance, otherwise you’re not doing 

your job. But the truth is something completely different: the de-

signer’s job is to create the best interface and experience possible, 

and that means using white space as just another design tool. 

Photo credits: artool.me via awwwards.com

All good visual artists understand the importance of negative space, 

the empty area that draws attention to, and accents, the actual sub-

ject. Negative space (the artistic equivalent of a designer’s white 

space) is like the supporting cast whose duty is to make the star of 

the show stand out more by not standing out so much themselves. 

If you don’t think any part of your design should be intentionally 
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http://www.uxpin.com/web-ui-design-best-practices.html?utm_source=Interaction%20Design%20Best%20Practices%20V1&utm_medium=ebook&utm_campaign=Interaction%20Design%20Best%20Practices%20V1
http://www.uxpin.com/web-ui-design-best-practices.html?utm_source=Interaction%20Design%20Best%20Practices%20V1&utm_medium=ebook&utm_campaign=Interaction%20Design%20Best%20Practices%20V1
http://artool.me
http://awwwards.com
http://uxmyths.com/post/2059998441/myth-28-white-space-is-wasted-space
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Negative_space
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blank, take a look at the World’s Worst Website Ever for an extreme 

example of the damage caused by too many objects competing for 

attention. 

In interaction design, white space serves three main functions: im-

proving comprehension, clarifying relationships, and drawing at-

tention.

1. Improving Comprehension
If cluttering your interface overloads your user with too much 

information, then reducing the clutter will improve comprehen-

sion. In fact, properly using white space between paragraphs and 

in the left and right margins has been proven to increase com-

prehension up to 20%, as pointed out by Dmitry Fadeyev, Creator 

of Usaura. The skill of using white space lies in providing your 

users with a digestible amount of content, then stripping away 

extraneous details. 

White space can be broken down into four elements : 

• Visual White Space – Space surrounding graphics, icons, and 

images. 

• Layout White Space – Margins, paddings, and gutters. 

tweet this
Don’t treat white space as an empty canvas. Think of it as just another design tool.

http://www.theworldsworstwebsiteever.com/
http://www.smashingmagazine.com/2009/09/24/10-useful-usability-findings-and-guidelines/
http://www.smashingmagazine.com/2009/09/24/10-useful-usability-findings-and-guidelines/
https://twitter.com/home?status=%22Don%E2%80%99t%20treat%20white%20space%20as%20an%20empty%20canvas.%20Think%20of%20it%20as%20just%20another%20design%20tool.%22%20bit.ly/1C8h8F2%20@uxpin
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• Text White Space – Spacing between lines and spacing be-

tween letters. 

• Content White Space – Space separating columns of text. 

Let’s take a look at how these four elements create a sense of 

harmony and fluidity. 

Photo credits: medium.com

Medium is a great example of striking a nice balance with all 4 

elements of white space. First, let’s think about the goal of the user 

from an interaction standpoint: they want to access interesting 

content as quickly as possible. The homepage immediately facili-

tates that goal by placing content front and center, with plenty of 

white space on either side to add emphasis. There is ample space 

around visuals and between lines of copy, although the padding 

around images could be more uniform (notice how the space to 

the left of each image is not consistent with space below). 

http://medium.com
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Beyond improving comprehension, white space also helps cre-

ate mental maps. Minimal white space is used between the top 

navigation and content stream since both serve similar functions 

in driving the user deeper into content (and similar functions 

should be grouped together). Because the right-side navigation 

focuses more on creating and saving content, more white space 

separates it from the content stream. In this case, white space 

helps users assign different functionalities to different parts of 

the interface. 

Photo credits: medium.com

Once you click through to an article, white space helps focus the 

user on what they care about most: the content. Notice how the 

extra spacing between each line of text improves readability. On a 

subtler note, the space around the JW Marriott logo calls attention 

to the brand without feeling intrusive (a perfect counter-argument 

against the “Make the logo bigger!” remarks). 

Just like the homepage, you can see that plenty of white space 

once again creates distance between groups of objects that serve 

http://medium.com
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different functions. For example, notice the amount of space be-

tween the primary content and the commenting/favoriting/share 

features on the bottom right. 

Ultimately, proper use of white space eliminates waste in your 

interface. Each interaction with the user, therefore, feels neces-

sary in helping them accomplish their goal. 

To learn more about white space, check out Smashing Magazine’s 

listing of 22 expert pieces and take a peek at these 21 inspiring 

examples.

2. Clarifying Relationships 
When observing how individuals organize visual information, 

Gestalt psychologists stumbled on what they call the Law of 

Proximity, which states that images near to each other appear 

similar. For example, take a look at the below picture:

Photo credits: uxpin.com

tweet this

White space is subtractive sculpture. As you simplify
your design, you emphasize the beauty of what remains.

http://www.smashingmagazine.com/2007/01/12/white-space-and-simplicity-an-overview/
http://webdesignledger.com/inspiration/21-inspiring-examples-of-white-space-in-web-design
http://webdesignledger.com/inspiration/21-inspiring-examples-of-white-space-in-web-design
http://jeremybolton.com/2010/08/gestalt-principle-the-law-of-proximity/
http://jeremybolton.com/2010/08/gestalt-principle-the-law-of-proximity/
http://uxpin.com
http://www.nngroup.com/articles/form-design-white-space/
https://twitter.com/home?status=%22White%20space%20is%20subtractive%20sculpture.%20As%20you%20simplify%20your%20design,%20you%20emphasize%20the%20beauty%20of%20what%20remains.%22%20bit.ly/1C8h8F2%20@uxpin
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Almost everyone sees 2 groups of dots, rather than simply 20 

dots. The dots are all identical and the only thing differentiating 

them is the white space that separates them. This behavioral 

observation has several important applications to interaction 

design, especially with regards to input forms:

1. Place labels closest to the relevant fields – As you can see in 

the below example, information is communicated far more 

clearly when labels are placed closer to the fields they relate to.

Photo credits: accounts.google.com

As described in Web UI Best Practices, research has shown 

that even the slightest hesitation can hurt form completion. 

In this case, merely adjusting the spacing increases the user’s 

confidence in filling out the form, which of course improves 

completion rate. 

2. Group related topics together – When dealing with long forms, 

the task of filling them out can seem so overwhelming, some 

users will quit before even trying. Breaking the information up 

into appropriate groups can help make it feel more manageable. 

http://www.nngroup.com/articles/form-design-white-space/
https://accounts.google.com/SignUp
http://www.nngroup.com/articles/form-design-white-space/
http://www.uxpin.com/web-ui-design-best-practices.html?utm_source=Interaction%20Design%20Best%20Practices%20V1&utm_medium=ebook&utm_campaign=Interaction%20Design%20Best%20Practices%20V1
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Photo credits: login.skype.com/account/signup-form

In the form on the right, just categorizing the 15 fields into 3 

groups makes the process feel easier. The amount of content 

is the same, but the impression on users is much different. 

Form fields usually present the most friction to users, but the 

same principles can also apply to navigation and site content. 

Instead of a top navigation menu with 20 items, you can cre-

ate a dropdown menu with 4-7 top-level items and the rest 

categorized under submenus. 

3. Attracting Attention – As we’ve mentioned before, the lack 

of other elements will only make existing elements stand out 

more. Let’s take a look at our redesign of Yelp below (pulled 

from our free ebook User Testing & Design). 

http://login.skype.com/account/signup-form
http://www.nngroup.com/articles/form-design-white-space/
http://www.uxpin.com/ux-design-in-action-yelp-website.html?utm_source=Interaction%20Design%20Best%20Practices%20V1&utm_medium=ebook&utm_campaign=Interaction%20Design%20Best%20Practices%20V1
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Source: User Testing & Design

In the above high-fidelity prototype, we added plenty of white 

space to separate the categories from the search function. In 

doing so, the category icons are much more noticeable (and 

less cluttered than their current vertical format). Combined 

with an animation-like color fill that’s triggered on hover, the 

category section now attracts even more attention while pro-

viding better feedback to the user. 

But because humans have a selective attention that leads to 

tunnel vision – like tuning out banner ads (known as banner 

blindness) – you also need to know when spacing between 

content should be reduced and altered. 

For example, in the first image from Jakob Nielsen’s work on 

Westfield London, the retailer wanted to show a timeline of 

events via lightbox popups. But the design on the left fails be-

http://www.uxpin.com/ux-design-in-action-yelp-website.html?utm_source=Interaction%20Design%20Best%20Practices%20V1&utm_medium=ebook&utm_campaign=Interaction%20Design%20Best%20Practices%20V1
http://live.uxpin.com/aa5a3f4e3c09689e8122be770d802ddadb2edfce#/pages/13765807
http://www.nngroup.com/articles/tunnel-vision-and-selective-attention/
http://www.nngroup.com/articles/tunnel-vision-and-selective-attention/
http://www.nngroup.com/articles/banner-blindness-old-and-new-findings/
http://www.nngroup.com/articles/banner-blindness-old-and-new-findings/
http://media.nngroup.com/media/editor/alertbox/tunnel-vision-example.png
http://www.nngroup.com/articles/tunnel-vision-and-selective-attention/
http://www.nngroup.com/articles/tunnel-vision-and-selective-attention/
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cause the year “2000” went unnoticed. Users are instead drawn 

immediately to the image and body copy. Luckily, in the new 

image, a quick and simple adjustment to the placement of “2000” 

solves the problem.

 

Ultimately, you need to understand that the power of white 

space comes from the limits of human attention and memory. 

Just look at the comparison between Yahoo and Google below. 

Yahoo tries to get the user to consider too many actions at once. 

Google understands the bottom line that people just want to use 

search engines to find stuff. By being realistic about the user 

goal, Google’s design encourages more effective interaction.

Photo credits: yahoo.com

Photo credits: google.com

http://media.nngroup.com/media/editor/alertbox/tunnel-vision-corrected.png
http://media.nngroup.com/media/editor/alertbox/tunnel-vision-corrected.png
http://yahoo.com
http://google.com
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Understand the Limits of Human Memory 

Most designers subscribe to the “don’t make the user think” school 

of thought. 

It’s not that users are just lazy, it’s that they already have a lot on 

their mind, and cramming extra information just makes it harder 

to complete their tasks. The amount of strain an interface design 

creates is called “cognitive load,” and a usable and enjoyable UI will 

reduce this as much as possible. 

Over the years, designers have developed strategies for minimiz-

ing cognitive load without sacrificing features. We’ll explain how 

chunking content helps reduce cognitive strain, then look at four 

additional memory-saving tips. 

1. Chunking Content 
As complicated as the human brain is, its shortcomings are 

surprisingly predictable. Take the studies of George Miller, for 

example – in 1956, the scientist released his findings that our 

short-term memory can usually retain data of between 5-9 items 

– an average of 7 – before forgetfulness sinks in. While the exact 

number has been contested (3-6 is the current ideal), Miller’s 

findings have proven effective and led to important IxD methods, 

including “chunking.” 

http://shortboredsurfer.com/2010/08/11-principles-of-interaction-design-explained/
https://www.interaction-design.org/encyclopedia/chunking.html
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Photo credits: uxpin.com

Chunking is the practice of grouping relevant information to-

gether to make it easier to process and remember. In the above 

image, it’s easier to remember the first group of shapes because 

they’re chunked out. 

However, chunking has since been overanalyzed and misinter-

preted, looking nowadays as something more like a superstition 

than a best practice. For example, some designers insist that 

menus, dropdowns, or bullet lists should never contain more 

than 6 items – but this is not recommended use of the practice. 

Chunking is not a hard-and-fast rule, but one that depends upon 

the context. As UX architect Martin Harrod recommends, chunk-

ing is ideal for the following situations: 

http://uxpin.com
http://zurb.com/triggers/chunking
https://www.interaction-design.org/encyclopedia/chunking.html
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• When your product naturally has a great deal of information 

that must be memorized for later use.

• The UI must must compete against external stimuli for your 

user’s attention (car navigation systems, certain mobile apps).

• E-learning applications (since users must later recall the infor- 

mation). 

On the other hand, you don’t need to chunk your content if it’s 

meant to be searched or browsed. There are exceptions, of course, 

as you can see below with Etsy. 

Photo credit: etsy.com

While users don’t need to memorize the categories, chunking out 

the content on the category-level adds visual hierarchy. Once you 

click into the category, the chunking disappears and the items are 

listed. It wouldn’t make sense to apply chunking at the item-level 

http://www.etsy.com
http://zurb.com/triggers/chunking/categories-from-etsy
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since you can understand the frustration from browsing only 5-6 

items per page. 

Etsy’s treatment allows users enjoy the best of both worlds. A lar- 

ge amount of products are presented, but users don’t feel over-

stimulated. In the example above, there are 32 different products 

on the screen. Using any other design, the user could feel lost or 

distracted. Thanks to chunking, users can process all the infor-

mation while honing in on the “chunks” that most interest them. 

2. Additional Memory-Saving Tips
Here are some best practices designers find helpful in easing the 

strain on their users’ memories:

• Change the color of links already visited – This UI pattern is so 

popular, it’s come to be expected. This improves orientation 

and navigation since users can visually reference where they 

have and haven’t been. No memory is required. 

• Facilitate comparing product pages – If you’re an ecommerce 

site, make it easy for users to compare different products so 

that they don’t need to switch back-and-forth between pages. 

Highlighting the product differences in a comparison view and/

or on the category page will eliminate a lot of frustration.

• Use coupon links, not codes – Encode offers in special links 

that automatically transfer the coupon to the user’s shopping 

http://www.nngroup.com/articles/change-the-color-of-visited-links/
http://www.nngroup.com/articles/change-the-color-of-visited-links/
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cart. By embedding such links in promotions like email news-

letters, it puts the duty of remembering an obscure code on 

the computer, plus circumvents having an “enter coupon code” 

field at checkout (which frustrates buyers who don’t have ac-

cess to the code). 

Long navigation menus are okay if needed – Because they rely 

on recognition and not recall, lengthy menus are the lesser of 

two evils for organizing complex navigation systems. As we men-

tioned before, this is why submenus are preferred over too many 

top-level navigation items. 

No one wants a product experience to feel like a calculus test. 

Reduce the cognitive load and the experience naturally improves. 

Apply the Law of Context to Alterable Objects

Simply put, the Law of Context states that you must place controls 

next to the relevant interface object, just like a label goes next to 

the blank form field. This reduces cognitive load because as soon as 

users wants to modify something, they can already see the actions 

available. 

To illustrate this point, Designer and Blogger Peter Vukovic shows us 

a real-life comparison between two popular sites on how to change 

a user’s profile name. On Facebook, the user must traverse several 

http://99designs.com/designer-blog/2014/01/15/7-unbreakable-laws-of-user-interface-design/
http://99designs.com/designer-blog/2014/01/15/7-unbreakable-laws-of-user-interface-design/
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different menus and pages, going from Settings to Account Settings 

to Name to Edit, a process that is not readily available and must be 

first searched in the Help section. 

On LinkedIn, however, all you do is click the pencil icon next to 

your profile name. 

Photo credit: Linkedin.com

Which process is simpler? Which do users prefer? 

By putting the controls next to the relevant item, the designer spares 

the user from the hassle of researching, memorizing, and diving 

into complex user paths. This also relates to the point about making 

clicks easy because you want to minimize the path between the user 

and the goal. The simplification of the system allows basic common 

sense to triumph over lengthy and involved explanations. 

Now, let’s take this principle a step further to create a hierarchy of 

control. As you can see below in a mockup of an online map service, 

controls that affect an object should be grouped with the object (like 

the zoom controls). Controls that affect a whole group of objects 

should be associated with the whole group (like the categories). 

http://Linkedin.com
http://www.uxbooth.com/articles/stop-counting-clicks/
http://www.uxbooth.com/articles/stop-counting-clicks/
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Let’s deconstruct this image from UX designer Paul Trenchard- 

-Sey’s excellent piece on the principles ofinteraction design: 

• Broadest level of control – Because changing the categories will 

affect the entire map image, the category interface wraps around 

all lower levels of control. 

• Middle level of control – In this case, typing in the zip code or 

address is more specific than selecting a category. Since this af-

fects where the map zooms, it’s placed right above the map (but 

inside the category interface). 

• Precise level of control – The map zoom represents the most 

specific level of control. It sits inside the map image since that’s 

all it controls. 

Of course, the above example is just one visual treatment. Make 

sure that your interface has a hierarchy that makes it easy to un-

derstand how each control may affect the others. 

http://shortboredsurfer.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/08/hierarchies-small.jpg
http://shortboredsurfer.com/2010/08/11-principles-of-interaction-design-explained/
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Takeaway

Space can either take away or add value to your content – it all 

depends on how you use it. 

Create too much space between related interface objects and your 

design becomes frustrating. Cram too many objects together, and 

your design becomes too cluttered. Pay attention to space when 

creating your layouts, particularly its relationship to user memory 

and how proximity can convey meaning better than a wordy expla-

nation. Space holds a lot of weight in interaction design – which is 

saying a lot for something that is technically nothing. 

Now, feel free to practice what you’ve learned by creating your 

own interfaces and interactions in UXPin. If you use Photoshop or 

Sketch, check out our tutorials below for bringing static designs to 

life without losing your layers. 

Transform Sketch files into interactive prototypes

Transform PSDs into interactive prototypes

http://blog.uxpin.com/5629/turn-sketch-mockups-animated-interactive-prototypes/?utm_source=Interaction%20Design%20Best%20Practices%20V1&utm_medium=ebook&utm_campaign=Interaction%20Design%20Best%20Practices%20V1
http://blog.uxpin.com/5676/turn-photoshop-mockups-animated-interactive-prototypes/?utm_source=Interaction%20Design%20Best%20Practices%20V1&utm_medium=ebook&utm_campaign=Interaction%20Design%20Best%20Practices%20V1
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http://uxpin.com
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